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Executive Summary 

The iUG Team, a group of Technical Communication students at Southern Polytechnic State 

University (SPSU) conducted usability testing on the Engineering for Change (E4C) website. No 

previous usability testing has been done on the site. 

The team developed a persona of a typical undergraduate engineering student that would use 

the E4C website, conducted an expert review of the website using a set of criteria known as the 

5 E’s (created by Whitney Quesenbery of http://wqusability.com), and communicated with the 

project sponsor at E4C to understand the goals of the website. Based on this information, the 

team developed a usability test plan, including scenarios and tasks designed to address the 

following goals:  

 How do users get started using the site?  

 What collaborative tools are being used?  

 How are users connecting through social media? 

Usability testing was completed with six participants between November 1, 2011 and November 

18, 2011. The following findings were revealed through this process:  

 All of our participants were positive about the charitable nature and global reach of the 

organization.  

 Three of six participants commented that there was too much information on the front 

page and that the bright color scheme was distracting.  

 All of the participants commented positively on the website’s images.  

 Participants were easily able to find information sorted by sector, but took different paths 

to find specific information.  

 Satisfying registration requirements was an obstacle for all participants.  

 None of the participants wanted to share all of their information when filling out a profile.  

 The type of information that E4C Resources and other collaborative sections contained 

was unclear to all participants.  

 Social media integration was not obvious to five participants.  

 Two of six participants stated that they would like to see media, specifically videos on 

the homepage.  

Based on our findings from testing, the iUG team developed the following recommendations for 

E4C:  

 Restructure navigation to reveal all links and potential paths to users and include clear 

labels for links. 

 Redesign the homepage by reducing the amount of information, clearly marketing the 

website, and using aesthetics that are high in contrast.  

 Facilitate the registration process by easing the requirements, clearly stating the benefits 

to becoming active members, and confirming how profile information will be displayed.  

 Integrate social media to encourage more users to participate through these avenues.  

http://wqusability.com/


 

 

 

E4C can implement these changes in short-term and long-term phases. Additional usability 

testing will validate these recommendations and give E4C an opportunity to learn more about 

their users. 
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Introduction and Project Background 

The iUG Team is a group of four students (two graduate and two undergraduate) in the 

Information Design & Communication and Technical and Professional Communication 

Programs at Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU). The four members of the team 

include:  

1. Carol Njama – project manager, technician 

2. Lydia Peavey – test moderator, help desk support 

3. Allison Smith – test logger, technician 

4. John Weaver – project leader, test moderator 

 

The team conducted usability testing on the Engineering for Change (E4C) website during the 

2011 fall semester under the guidance of Dr. Carol Barnum, professor of Usability Testing and 

Design. This project was completed in four phases:  

1. Creating personas of students that might use the E4C website.  

2. Performing a heuristic evaluation of the website against a standardized set of criteria.  

3. Conducting usability testing with participants recruited from the SPSU student body.  

4. Analyzing the results and providing recommendations based on findings from usability 

testing.  

All phases of the project were completed between September 2011 and December 2011. Phase 

three, usability testing, was completed over the course of three days between November 7th and 

November 17th, 2011.  

Engineering for Change has never conducted formal usability testing on 

www.engineeringforchange.org since the site was launched in January 2011. The iUG team 

worked directly with project sponsor Kasmore Rhedrick, Online Content & Community Manager 

at E4C to understand the goals and desired outcomes of usability testing.  

Project Goals 

Engineering for Change’s goal is to create a global community for engineers to share 

knowledge and participate in humanitarian-driven projects that aid in developing regions.  

Based on information obtained from our heuristic evaluation and discussions with the project 

sponsor, we aimed to discover the following during usability testing of the E4C website:  

 What path do users intuitively take on the website? How do they get started using the 

site?  

 What sections of the website do student users find the most useful? How might they use 

information obtained on the site for academic or professional means?  

 What obstacles are encountered and what are the incentives for student users to 

become members of the E4C community?  

 How are users taking advantage of the collaborative tools offered on the site?   

http://www.engineeringforchange.org/
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 What social media outlets are being accessed and how are they being used? 

All phases of the usability testing project were designed with the goal of providing answers to 

these over-arching questions.  

Report Structure 

This report includes the following major sections:  

 Methodology – an overview of the test process and equipment, scenarios used in 

testing, and usability testing participants. 

 Findings –information obtained from usability testing, organized by scenario. 

 Post-Test Questionnaire– analysis of the post-test questionnaire given to participants 

after the study. 

 Recommendations – based on testing results, immediate and long-term. 

 Conclusion – a summary of recommendations and explanation of the need for further 

usability testing. 

Several appendices contain information that informed our testing procedures and the raw data 

from usability testing. These include: 

 Appendix A: Personas – two composite/student users of the E4C website.  

 Appendix B: Personas Memo – describes the process used to create personas.  

 Appendix C: Heuristic Evaluation – an expert review of the website based on Whitney 

Quesenbery’s 5 E’s.  

 Appendix D: Usability Test Plan – documents the process for conducting usability 

testing on the E4C website.  

 Appendix E: Task Flow Chart –shows the path users take through iUG’s testing 

design. 

 Appendix F: Pre-Screen Questionnaire – used to qualify participants. Also included 

are the answers from our six participants.  

 Appendix G: Screening Questionnaire –given to recruit participants. Also included are 

the answers from our six participants.  

 Appendix H: Pre-Test Questionnaire – given to participants on arrival and prior to 

testing. Also included are the results from our six participants.  

 Appendix I: Moderator Script–read to each participant at the beginning of each 

session.  

 Appendix J: Morae Logs – Raw data exported from logging software for each 

participant. Each logged session includes actions performed, direct quotes from 

participants, team observations, and timestamps. 

 Appendix K: Post-Test Questionnaire– given to participants after the testing session 

was completed.  

 Appendix L: Video Consent Form – Release forms signed by all participants allowing 

iUG to film them and present the results to E4C.  
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Methodology 

The methodology section provides an overview of the testing process and environment used to 

complete usability testing, a description of the recruiting process and participants, and a 

description of the scenarios used in testing, including desired outcomes.  

Testing Overview 

The iUG team conducted formal usability testing with a total of six participants in the Student 

Usability Lab at Southern Polytechnic State University. All of the tests completed lasted 

between 45 to 60 minutes and included:  

 A pre-test questionnaire delivered in person 

 A moderator-led description of the testing process and usability lab 

 Five scenarios for participants to work through 

 A post-test questionnaire delivered electronically 

The primary equipment used for testing included:  

 Participant computer 

 Logging station 

 Morae logging software 

 Cameras to capture the participant’s screen and multiple angles of the participant’s face 

 Eye-tracking hardware (used in scenarios 1 & 2) 

Each session was led by a moderator who delivered a description of each scenario and asked 

questions at the end of each scenario. The moderator sat with participants through the first two 

scenarios. If participants did not voice their thoughts, the moderator sat with them through other 

scenarios to encourage feedback.  

For a full description of the test environment and equipment used, refer to the Usability Test 

Plan located in Appendix D.  

Usability Testing Participants 

This section describes the process for recruiting participants and provides an overview of the 

students that were selected to complete usability testing. We searched for participants that 

shared characteristics similar to the persona in Appendix A – a typical undergraduate 

engineering student interested in humanitarian efforts.  

Recruiting Process 

Participant recruiting for E4C website drew from a large base of students. We reached out to 

faculty members listed as advisors to on-campus engineering organizations and the entire 

student population via email blast.  
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Approximately 60 interested students filled out a pre-screening survey through Survey Monkey. 

15 of these respondents were contacted to answer questions in a more in-depth participant 

screening. Six students were selected to participate in usability testing based on a combination 

of answers to the participant screening and availability for testing. We also recruited an equal 

number of male and female participants in addition to a range of engineering-related majors.  

Participant Overview 

All participants selected are undergraduate students majoring in either engineering or 

engineering technology. Additionally, they share some combination of the following 

characteristics:  

 Interest in developing regions 

 Membership in a professional engineering society  

 Interest in philanthropic or volunteer activities 

 Familiarity with humanitarian engineering organizations 

 Use of social networks on a regular basis 

Table 1 shows more information about the E4C website usability participants.  

Table 1. Participants selected for usability testing share common characteristics with the user persona of an 
undergraduate engineering student. 

Participant Name Major Class Comments 

Pilot Caldine Civil Engineering 
Technology 

Senior  Member of SWE and NSBE 

 Volunteered at a church in the 
Virgin Islands 

 Interested in developing 
regions, specifically in the 
Virgin Islands region 

 Participated in Rubble House 
for Haiti 

 Active Facebook user 

U1 Cody Mechanical 
Engineering 
Technology 

Senior  Building a solar powered oven 
with a target audience of third 
world countries for his senior 
project  

 Interested in alternative energy 

 Uses Facebook and YouTube 
often, occasionally uses Twitter 

 Uses online communities for job 
seeking and academic research 

 Volunteered at a local recycling 
facility 

U2 Heather Computer Engineering 
Technology & 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Technology 

Junior  Volunteered with Speak for 
Autism through Alpha Xi Delta 
sorority 

 Interested in engineering 
because she likes to build, 
specifically computers 

 Uses social networking to seek 
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jobs, keep up with friends and 
events, and get information 

 Familiar with IEEE 

U3 Justin Mechanical 
Engineering 
Technology 

Senior  Spent eight weeks in The 
Summit of Greenland for an 
engineering internship taking air 
samples 

 Volunteered at a local animal 
shelter 

 Active member of several 
online engineering communities 
for school research and job 
seeking 

 Uses Facebook and YouTube 
several times a week 

U4 Semaj Mechanical 
Engineering 
Technology 

Sophomore  Member of NSBE 

 Familiar with Engineers Without 
Borders 

 Expressed enthusiasm and 
interest in helping in developing 
regions, especially with young 
children 

 Actively seeking a list of 
volunteer opportunities 

 Uses YouTube to present 
information to others and as a 
means of research 

 Active Facebook user 

U5 Audrey Civil Engineering 
Technology 

Senior  Member of ASCE and NSBE 

 President of SWE at SPSU 

 Participated in Rubble House 
for Haiti 

 Likes to travel 

 Involved in community service 
work through NSBE and 
recycling projects with Girl 
Scouts of America through 
SWE 

 Uses Facebook to network and 
Twitter to find information 

 Uses Google+ to conduct 
meetings and communicate 
with executive board members 
of SWE  

Please note that the Pilot participant did not receive exactly the same information as other 

participants. Three of our testing scenarios (scenarios 3, 4, and 5 below) were slightly modified 

to exclude any potentially leading information. Her information is being included in this report 

because her responses were insightful and the changes made after her session did not affect 

the overall results.  
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For more specific information on each participant, reference the Participant Screening in 

Appendix G and Pre-Test Questionnaire in Appendix H.  

Description of Scenarios 

Participants were asked to work through a set of five scenarios designed around the usability 

testing goals outlined in the Introduction and Project Background section. 

Scenario 1 – Introduction to Engineering for Change Website 

Scenario 1 had two parts:  

1. Participants were asked to explore the E4C homepage and give their initial reactions 

without clicking on anything.  

2. Participants were asked to click on a link of interest and give their reactions to that page.  

This scenario was designed to gain the following input from the participants:  

 How do users respond to the overall look and feel of the site?  

 Are users able to easily tell what Engineering for Change is about?  

 Where is the first place users are likely to click? How do they get started?  

 What tasks do users think they can perform on the E4C website?  

Scenario 2 – Researching a Water Project 

In scenario 2, participants were asked to find information on water filtration systems in the 

context of performing research for a class project.  

The following questions were answered in Scenario 2:  

 Where do student users look for research information?  

 What do they think about the quality of the information available?  

 Is browsing for information a primary or secondary action? Is searching for information a 

primary or secondary action?  

 Are users more likely to access information through the E4C’s sector information or 

collaboration tools?  

Scenario 3 – Becoming a Member of E4C 

Scenario 3 asked participants to become a member of Engineering for Change without 

prompting them to click the registration links.  

This scenario was designed to answer the following questions:  

 Are users easily able to find the registration link?  

 How easy or difficult is the registration process for users?  

 Will student users fill out profile information?  

 What do users think the benefits are for registering? What do they think they can do 

once they are registered members?  
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Scenario 4 – Setting up a Workspace 

Scenario 4 prompted participants to share information on a water filtration project with other 

E4C members. It was our hope that participants would set up a Workspace to share this 

information.  

Scenario 4 answered the following questions:  

 What sections do users go to collaborate on the E4C website?  

 Are the E4C Resources labels easy to recognize? What types of collaboration tools do 

users expect to find?  

 Are the collaboration tools easy or difficult to use?   

 Do the collaboration tools work like users expect?  

If the participants did not click on Workspaces or any of the other E4C sections initially, they 

were asked what type of information they expected to find under each link.  

Scenario 5 – E4C Social Networks 

In the final scenario, participants were asked how they would share information on a water 

filtration project with friends and colleagues outside of the E4C website. It was our hope that 

they would navigate to the E4C social networking links or use the share button located on many 

pages.  

Scenario 5 aimed to answer the following questions: 

 Are users able to easily find links to E4C’s social networking sites?  

 How likely are they to use each of the social networking links?  

 What type of information do they expect to find on each of E4C’s social networking 

links?  

If the participants did not chose to use social networking as a means for sharing information, 

they were asked what type of information they would expect to find and how they would use 

each social networking site.  
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Findings 

This section presents participant responses and reactions to each of the five scenarios 

completed during usability testing. Analysis and specific recommendations based on these 

findings are in the section that follows.  

Scenario 1 – Becoming Familiar with Engineering for Change 

The first impression of the E4C website had positive reactions for all of our participants. Four of 

our six participants stated that they liked the pictures, citing that the visual aids helped them 

understand E4C better.  

Scenario 1 lasted an average of 5 minutes 43 seconds with the longest running time at 9 

minutes 57 seconds and the shortest at 4 minutes.  

Five of six participants thought that the information available to them would be useful:  

“If you have any questions you can search for them in the Solutions Library. That’s 

awesome.” – Caldine 

“It looks like there is pretty much a lot of information on the front page. I do like that and 

how it is organized. Some people are all over the place with all their information. But it 

looks like most of the important things they want to get out are on the front page.” – 

Audrey  

The website appealed to our participants’ volunteer and charitable interests as they noted that:  

 “It is a community that wants to make a change to the world.” – Heather 

“Ok …so there’s E4C news that’s good to see everything that is going on in E4C. This 

would allow everyone to see what kind of work they do… this is something I would be 

interested in.” – Semaj 

Below are a few other notes of interest:  

 Only one participant recognized E4C’s affiliation with IEEE.  

 Half of the participants stated the website had a ―green‖ or environmentalist feel.  

 Two participants used the word ―community‖ when describing the site.  

 Four participants mentioned that the map helped them understand what the website and 

organization was about. 
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Tables 2-4 show participant responses to questions that were asked after they became oriented 

with the site.  

Table 2. Initial reactions to what you can do on the site involve participating and obtaining information. 

What can you do on the site?   
Participant Name Response 

Pilot Caldine Shoot, I can do a lot with water because that’s a part of civil. They may 
have some water treatment or waste management stuff for sanitation as 
well. Structures…You can look and see where to help.  

U1 Cody It appears to be updating you with current news relevant to I guess 
humanitarian efforts and…The map kinda tells me that they are trying to 
bring everybody together in effort for a better cause, bringing together 
people around the world. It appears on the top that it has different areas 
that you can learn about. 

U2 Heather It looks like you can participate in things pertaining to water, energy, etc.  

U3 Justin I would start clicking on these at the top. Probably start with energy 
comes to me first. Energy then structures then water, sanitation, 
agriculture.  

U4 Semaj I see that you can learn about the different areas of interest that 
Engineering for Change is working towards. So if you want to see how 
they are using water to help developing areas, you could click on that 
area tab. If you were interested in helping out, say you know about 
water, you could probably click there and see how you help out.  
 
Ok…so there’s E4C news that’s good to see everything that is going on 
in E4C. This would allow everyone to see what kind of work they do… is 
this something I would be interested in.  Here is another visual aid (map) 
so you can see where you can travel.  

 

Table 3. Participants think the site relates to engineers, but are unsure of what kind of engineers. 

Who is this site intended for?  
Participant Name Response 

Pilot Caldine Does not cater to civil engineering, because it mentions iEEE; you have 
electrical in it as well and I saw agricultural and info systems. 

U3 Justin Engineers, maybe humanitarian engineers. 

U4 Semaj Someone in the sciences or engineering interested in research. 

U5 Audrey People trying to help rebuild communities; it would pull in 
environmentalists; specific engineers, not necessarily electrical. 
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Table 4. Most participants would click on an area of interest to get started. 

How would you get started? Where is the first place you would click?    
Participant Name Action Comment 

Pilot Caldine Clicked 
Water. 

I would click on the water section. 

U1 Cody Clicked 
Energy. 

I would probably start clicking on the links at the top first to 
see where they went and what you had. 

U2 Heather Clicked 
About Us.   

I would click on the links at the top to see what you can do, 
and then click About Us link to see what you can be 
involved in. 

U3 Justin Clicked 
Energy. 

Energy then structures then water, sanitation, agriculture. 

U4 Semaj Clicked 
Health 

I probably would go to the Health tab. That’s something I’m 
really into.  

U5 Audrey Clicked 
About Us. 

I don’t see an about us immediately, but usually I would click 
on that first. I would look on the about us or maybe some of 
the things, or what’s going on, or what are they doing right 
now. I just noticed this part. 

Participants were then asked to share whether or not the first place they clicked displayed the 

type of information they expected to see. All of the participants answered yes, but a few had 

some additional comments.  

On a rotating image on the health tab, Semaj had some concerns about the imagery: 

“… that picture that just came prior to this one. I guess from my personal point of view, it 

looks like…Oh now that I look at it again, it looks different. At first it looked like a syringe, 

like people were getting shots. I don’t believe drugs can solve everything, but now that I 

look at it again it doesn’t look like that.” – Semaj 

Justin noted that the layout of the energy was not appealing to him and that everything looked 

like it was of equal importance. He appeared to become stuck on the energy site, stating that:  

“I don’t know what to do from here.” – Justin 
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Scenario 2 – Researching a Water Project 

In Scenario 2 we asked our participants to find information on water filtration systems. It took 

participants an average time of 2 minutes 53 seconds to complete the scenario including 

commentary and questions. This indicates that they were able to find information quickly and 

easily.  

Comments about the accessibility and quality of information were positive from participants:  

“It was easy to find the article.” – Semaj 

The Pilot participant liked that E4C builds on past experiences from the Solutions Library as she 

noted that:  

“Just looking for the purification I was able to find this that tells you what was wrong. It 

tells you the problem, how they plan on solving it, and what they plan on doing.” –

Caldine  

Below are a few points of interest:  

 Three of the participants looked at the scrolling images on the homepage over the other 

content.  

 Only one participant noted that content in the Areas of Interest links to external sites, 

such as water.org.  

 One participant was unable to find the search bar, but another said that it was exactly 

where expected. 

 All of our participants indicated that they would first browse for information and then use 

the search function.  

Tables 5 and 6 show answers to questions on how they would find information on water filtration 

projects.  

Table 5. Five of six users clicked on the Water link at the top. 

How would you go about getting information on water filtration?     
Participant Name Action Comment 

Pilot Caldine Clicked 
Solutions 
Library 

I would go to the Solutions Library to see what they have 
done in the past.  

U1 Cody Clicked 
Water 

I would first go to the water tab at the top.  

U2 Heather Clicked 
Water 

I would click on the water first and see what they have 
here and what information they have on this page. If I 
can’t find what I’m looking for here, then I might use a 
search engine. 

U3 Justin Clicked 
Water 

Water filtration, I would go to water.  

U4 Semaj Clicked In the areas of interest I would click on the water tab. 
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Water 

U5 Audrey Clicked 
Water 

Well I would click on water of course. Ok so, I’m in 
water…ok there is a search bar so that’s good.  

 

Table 6. Each participant took a different path to find information about water filtration projects. 

What did participants do next?     
Participant Name Action Comment 

Pilot Caldine Browsed content in the 
Solutions Library, found 
water filtration project. 

Found several water projects – Water 
supply project, Malingua water project, 
water filtration, water purification there we 
go!  

U1 Cody Looked at pictures on the 
water page. 

Water filtration, once again the first statistic 
there talks about water borne disease, so I 
am in the right place it appears.   

U1 Cody Looked at E4C News, 
Case Studies, and Water 
News. 
 

Solar water disinfection indicator, that’s one 
link I’d look there. Or once again maybe 
look at some Case Studies publications.  
Or maybe just the recent news on water. 
There is also a link to Water.org there 
could be some good information.  

U2 Heather Scans page, searches 
scrolling images first and 
then goes to middles of the 
page, then back to images 
and then on Tools and 
References.  

 

U2 Heather Types Water Filtration 
Systems into the search 
engine. Clicks on first 
result – Sand water 
filtration systems.  
 

 

U3 Justin Looks at Case Studies and 
then focuses attention to 
scrolling pictures. 
Continues to click back to 
the first image to read 
information.  

Well this up here, the clear plastic and 
sunshine. You know I would kind of expect 
to see something more that sticks out. This 
is obviously kind of a water filtration or 
water borne disease from the title and 
basically what I got from it was use a 
plastic bottle and purifying them in a 
ceramic pot. 

U4 Semaj Looks at recent 
Workspaces. Clicks on 
Workspace created during 
usability testing. 

Ok water purification this looks like 
somewhere I could go. 
 

U5 Audrey Scans page. I would probably click on the stuff that is on 
the main page first and see what is going 
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on there and read into it and then if I need 
more information I would probably go up 
here <search bar> and type water filtration.  

U5 Audrey Types ―water filteration‖ 
into search bar. 

See nothing came up when I typed in 
something like but usually if I needed that 
information I would go there.  

Two of our six participants ended up using the search function with mixed results – Heather was 

able to find a project on water filtration, while Audrey’s result turned up nothing:  

 

“I was kind of wanting to find it, they usually do one word or the other and I didn’t get 

anything for water and they have a section.” – Audrey  

When asked if each section contained the type of information they were looking for, results were 

also mixed. Semaj had an easy time as noted by the quote in the table above, but Heather’s first 

attempt was not as successful:  

“It didn’t have specific water filtration, so I tried looking through the pictures to see if they 

had something first and since it didn’t, I decided to use the search engine.”–Heather  

Three out of six participants ultimately found content on water filtration systems.  
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Scenario 3 – Registration 

Registration and filling out a profile was an easy process for the participants for the most part. 

The average total time for participants to complete this scenario was 11:07. Please note that the 

pilot participant’s information is excluded from some of these results, including the average time, 

as she was explicitly asked to register and fill out a profile.   

One participant compared the registration process to using other social networking sites:  

“If you have a Facebook or something similar, you’ve gone through that before. It is all 

pretty similar.” – Cody  

Below are a few points of interest:  

 The two participants that were on the homepage to start the scenario clicked the 

Register Now button to register. The other four participants were on the water page and 

clicked register at the top by the search bar.  

 Every participant clicked the Map It button to verify that the location they entered was 

accurate.  

 Three participants read the Terms of Use – Heather spent five minutes on the page, 

Justin two minutes, and Audrey about 30 seconds.  

The most frustrating part for participants was selecting the correct password. It took participants 

an average of 3.16 attempts to select a suitable password. There were noticeable sighs and 

unfavorable comments:  

“At my work we do pretty secure passwords. And most of them are only eight characters 

and you have to have upper and lower case, numbers, and special characters – you 

have to have three out of the four. When you have to have four out of four, it is like are 

you kidding me?” – Justin  

Tables 7-9 show the sections of the profiles that participants filled out and answers to questions 

about the registration process.  

Table 7. Participants did not put any personal information on the profiles. 

Profile Section U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 

Title x   x x 

About Me    x x 

Organizations x  x x x 

Organization Website    x x 

Employer      

Education     x 

Skills      

Phone      

Skype      

Hide email from others x x x x x 
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Table 8. Most participants would not fill out a profile. 

What do you think about the profile? Would you normally fill out a profile?  
Participant Name Response 

Pilot Caldine Why do you want to know my employer? Sometimes employers don’t 
want you to actually put their name out there without their consent. It 
doesn’t say if your email or phone or Skype is going to be available to 
others. I wouldn’t want any random person calling me or Skyping me.  

U1 Cody I guess it looks like most social networking sites asking you to fill out 
information that you want to share.  

U2 Heather Would not normally fill out a profile.  

U3 Justin This is ok. Still kind of questionable whether my name is going to be 
displayed. I would be reluctant to put really any of this information on 
here. I wouldn’t put my employer on anything. Education yeah, skills ok. 
Employer website I wouldn’t put on here. 

U4 Semaj I would not normally fill out a profile. Well the about me part I thought 
that may have been a little confusing. You don’t really know what to put 
because you have to keep it in the context of what this website is about. 
It isn’t really about the whole you.  

U5 Audrey I wouldn’t fill out all of this information just yet because I usually like to 
get to know a website a little better before I fill out every single detail 
about myself.  

 

Table 9. Participants are unclear about what they can do once registered. 

What do you think you can do now that you are registered?   
Participant Name Response 

Pilot Caldine Probably just go ahead and see when the next time they are going to 
one of the areas that they are interested in. Let’s say they are going to 
Honduras or Belize, I will see when they are going there or look for a 
schedule and see how I can help.  

U2 Heather Honestly, I don’t know. I haven’t had a chance to look around yet.  

U4 Semaj I expect to be able to connect with other people or other organizations 
doing humanitarian efforts. They probably come through this website a 
lot. And possibly professionals, maybe you could contact professionals.  
And I see that you have to, well you didn’t have to, but you could put 
your Facebook and Twitter and all that. So I would think that I would log 
on to those social networks and I would find information about this 
website. Maybe some kind of notification would come up to say here is 
this thing going on.  

U5 Audrey Contact current members, at least members with some experience with 
the organization, maybe find out more of what they’re doing and they’re 
involvement and why they chose this organization. 
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Scenario 4 – Using Workspaces to Share Projects 

When asked to share information with other E4C members, our participants took different paths 

– two decided to create Workspaces and three created Bulletin Boards. The pilot participant 

was directed to create a workspace. The average time that it took participants to complete this 

scenario was 11:00.   

All of our participants struggled figuring out what each of the different sections was intended for. 

The participants who were able to find the Workspace found it a useful tool. One of the 

participants thought the Workspace was for research purposes and something pertaining to a 

specific area.  

The two participants that did create Workspaces had learn what exactly a Workspace was. One 

participant discovered by clicking on the link: 

“I clicked on the Workspace and it reads at the top bar about sharing ideas.” – Justin 

One participant used the search function to figure out what a Workspace was:  

―With the search button, I found information on what a Workspace is which is helpful. It 

tells me to go to create a Workspace which is what it’s telling me.‖ – Cody 

Below are a few points of interest:  

 Three of six participants specifically stated that they were looking for forums.  

 Two of six participants clicked on The Learning Center expecting to be able to share 

their information.  

Table 10 and 11 show participant responses and activities in regards to the Workspace scenario 

question. 
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Table 10. Participants were unclear on exactly what a Workspace was. 

How would you share information with other E4C users? 

Participant Name Action Response 

U1 Cody Read FAQs and 
clicked on 
Workspace. 

Go to create Workspace, which is what it is telling 
me. It is easy to fill out but somewhat difficult to 
understand what a Workspace is. 

U2 Heather Clicked Bulletin 
Board. 

Something pertaining to what you would do in 
specific areas. 

U3 Justin Clicked on 
Workspace. 

Post on the Workspace page seems like it was 
the place for Workspace ―the best option‖ not sure 
whether it is a forum, contribution, or is it a place 
to share and post ideas. 

U4 Semaj Clicked on Learning 
Center, then 
Bulletin Board. 

I think that Workspaces are for research 
purposes. 

U5 Audrey Clicked Bulletin 
Board. 

Career-type stuff like resumes or people seeking 
opportunities, job oriented, promoting business. 

 

Table 11. Participants were more likely to go to the Bulletin Board than the Workspace to share information 
about projects. 

How would you rate your experience with finding the information? Was it easy or 
difficult?  
Participant Name Action Comment 

U1 Cody Clicked 
Workspace 

It was difficult to find 

U2 Heather Clicked Bulletin 
Board 

Easy to find 

U3 Justin Clicked 
Workspace  

It wasn't difficult. Usually when I post stuff, you have 
to post it in a certain section, which it did at the 
bottom, so I got that. It seemed like it was... 
seemed like too much, location, what does that 
have to do with the idea?" 

U4 Semaj Clicked Learning 
Center and then 
Bulletin Board 

A place to go to collaborate and share ideas, get 
feedback, I figured this would be the place to start. 

U5 Audrey Clicked Bulletin 
Board 

It didn't do necessarily what I thought it would do. I 
was a little confused earlier. This is different than a 
community board. 
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Scenario 5 – E4C Social Networks 

Generally, our users were impressed with the type of information available through E4C’s social 

media outlets. Our pilot participant saw the value in using these outlets to share information:  

“I use Facebook and Twitter which I can access from the bottom of the page, sign in and 

post information on there. I would use YouTube to share information by putting a video 

of the project I am testing and get feedback from other people.” – Caldine 

Two of the five other participants noted that they would use social media, specifically Facebook 

and Twitter to get updates on E4C:  

 “Links are at the bottom of the page somewhere. I would add E4C first so I can get the 

feeds and it would be easier to use. I get updates on Twitter and I do not use Facebook 

that often. I use them for different types of information, Facebook for more information 

and Twitter for few information because the links are intertwined and no need to use the 

ones on this website – One-stop shop page.‖ – Audrey 

In Scenario 3, one participant noted the social media connection when filling out a profile and 

stated that:  

“I would think that I would log on to those social networks and I would find information 

about this website. Maybe some kind of notification would come up to say here is this 

thing going on.” - Semaj 

When asked how they would share information with friends and colleagues outside of E4C, our 

users stated different methods. None of the participants said that they would go to the social 

networking links or use the Share button located on most pages. Note that the pilot participant 

was directed to share through social networking, while other participants were simply asked how 

they would share information with friends and colleagues.   

Below are a few points of interest about the student participants:  

 All six participants indicated that they had Facebook accounts.  

 Only one participant had a LinkedIn account. She was still becoming familiar with it.  

 Three of six participants indicated that they would be hesitant initially to link their 

personal social networking accounts with E4C.  
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Tables 12 and 13 show participant responses to questions asked after they became oriented 

with the scenario question.  

Table 12. Participants would use a variety of methods to share information with friends and colleagues, but 
did not cite social networking as a method. 

How would you share information with friends and colleagues outside of E4C?  
Participant Name Action Response 

U1 Cody Clicked Nothing Did not attempt to look for the Share button or how 
to collaborate through the social networking sites. 

U2 Heather Clicked Solutions 
Library 

Seemed lost and going through the articles for 
anything she could share. She then copied and 
pasted the link in the Bulletin Board she had 
created. 

U3 Justin Clicked Nothing Copy the link to see if the friends and family can 
access it without being a member. 

U4 Semaj Clicked E4C 
Resources and 
then Bulletin Board 

Use personal Facebook and search for 
Engineering for Change in the search box. Share 
the information there with friends and would use 
the chat and messaging option in the Facebook. 

U5 Audrey Clicked Nothing I think that all the links intertwine. Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube have the same links so you do 
not need to have all of them. Have a one-stop shop 
page. 

 

Table 13. How would you use the social networking links?  

How would you use E4C’s social networks?   
Participant Name Response 

Pilot Caldine Post information on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. I would share a 
video about a project I am testing and get feedback from people. 

U2 Heather She would use Facebook if she were sending something to friends and 
family to collaborate. She normally would not click on the Facebook links 
unless she was a member. Less likely to use YouTube and most likely to 
use Facebook. 

U3 Justin Copy the link to see if the friends and family can access it without being 
a member. 

U4 Semaj Use personal Facebook and search for Engineering for Change in the 
search box. Share the information there with friends and would use the 
chat and messaging option in the Facebook. 

U5 Audrey  I think that all the links intertwine. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube have the 
same links so you do not need to have all of them. Have a one-stop 
shop page. 
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Post-Test Questionnaire Analysis 

A post-test questionnaire was delivered at the end of testing that gave participants an 

opportunity to respond directly to their thoughts about the site, including their favorite and least 

favorite parts and potential areas for improvement.  

Please note that the pilot participant’s results are not included in this analysis as she was 

delivered a different set of questions.  

Participants were receptive to the overall feel of the site and interested in learning more:  

“As of now I believe that E4C is interesting, and I would like to learn more about it.” – 

Semaj 

Another participant responded that they would be likely to continue to use the site as a source of 

information:  

“Overall, I believe this website is fairly easy to use. It could be pretty helpful in finding 

information regarding third-world countries and the struggles they are facing/need fixing” 

– Cody  

Several common themes emerged through the participant responses to the post-test 

questionnaire:  

 Three of five participants surveyed commented that the pictures on the website caught 

their attention.  

 Two of five participants surveyed did not like the colors used on the E4C website.  

 Two of five participants said that they wished the homepage contained videos about 

E4C’s work.  

 Two of five participants listed registration as the most difficult task, while the other three 

listed finding information and using collaborative tools such as Workspaces and Bulletin 

Boards.  

 When asked to share suggestions for improving the usability of the website, three of the 

five participants’ suggestions were related to making the registration process easier.  

The table below shows average results for a set of comments that participants were asked to 

rate on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree. Results for 

question five are based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being very likely and 5 being very unlikely.  
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Table 14. Participants generally thought that the site was easy to use. 

Question Comment Average 
Score 

1 I found the system unnecessarily complex.  2.0 

2 I thought that the system was easy to use.  3.4 

3 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this website 
very quickly. 

4.0 

4 I felt very confident using this website.  3.4 

5 What is the likelihood that you will return to this site?  3.0 

When asked the likelihood that they will return to the site, participant U1 commented that he 

would be: 

“Likely to return for research or to keep up with current third world issues.” – Cody 

This participant also selected 4 as a response to the question, indicating that he would be very 

unlikely to return to the site, possibly skewing the results.  

For a complete set of responses to the post-test questionnaire, refer to Appendix J.  
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Recommendations 

This section includes recommendations to improve the usability of the Engineering for Change 

website and support the organization’s overall goals for the site. The recommendations are 

based on the iUG team’s findings from user testing. These recommendations are organized into 

five major categories:  

1. Changing the navigation to encourage desired task flow 

2. Redesigning the front page 

3. Making the registration process easier 

4. Changing labels to what users expect 

5. Integrating social media 

All recommendations are labeled as either immediate or long-term changes. Immediate 

recommendations can be characterized as easy-to-fix problems. Some of the changes are 

minor and cosmetic in nature, but all were pointed out by multiple participants and will go a long 

way to improving the overall usability of the site. Long-term changes will likely involve more 

work and should be implemented over the course of a more major restructuring.  

Recommendations are assigned a severity ranking of high, medium, or low.  
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Encourage Desired Task Flow 

According to early discussions from the project sponsor, the desired steps that new users would 

ideally take on the site are to:  

1. Become familiar with the organization  

2. Register to become a member 

3. Begin using E4C resources and collaboration tools such as Workspaces 

Based on reactions from Scenario 1, five of six participants indicated that they would click on 

their area of interest first. This is likely because these are the immediate options that appear to 

be available to users.  

The following recommendations are designed to encourage this behavior for new users by 

changing the navigation and link structure of the homepage.  

Expose All Links for E4C Resources and Areas of Interest 

Long-term change, High severity 

Exposing all navigation links for E4C Resources and Areas of Interest would reveal to users all 

parts of the site. No participant instantly knew that the E4C Resources tab expanded. Only two 

of the six participants tested discovered organically that the E4C Resources tab expanded to 

reveal more links. 

 

Figure 1. Heather discovered that the E4C Resources link expanded. 
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One participant seemed pleasantly surprised as she said, ―Ok, here we go,‖ when trying to find 

ways to share her project on the E4C website.  

Revealing all links will leave less of a burden on student users to discover different parts of the 

site.  

Use a Conventional F-Pattern of Navigation Links 

Long-term change, High severity 

Using a conventional F-Pattern for navigation links gives E4C the opportunity to expose all of 

the links to resources available to users.  

Eye-tracking results indicate that the F-pattern most users naturally follow when reading a 

website is not being used on the E4C site. Rather, users are focusing much of their attention on 

the logo in the upper-left hand corner and then moving downwards towards the scrolling images 

in the middle of the screen, away from crucial parts of the site such as the top navigation links 

and the register link.  

 

Figure 2.Eye-tracking results indicate that participants focused on the scrolling images on the homepage. 
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This is likely because there is no structure on the left side of the screen to bound the rest of the 

content. The Wireframe below illustrates a potential crude mock-up of a site structure that 

encourages users to learn, register, and collaborate.  

 

Figure 3. The wireframe reveals all possible navigation links to users. 

Note that other elements of the site, such as the logo, search box, social media links, and sign-

in/register links are left intact as these are the places users typically expect to find them.   
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Changing the Homepage 

The following recommendations involve making changes to the homepage. These are designed 

to create a more clear and concise website that allow users to quickly learn about the 

organization and complete their tasks. Additionally, they avoid a potentially overwhelming 

source of information overload.  

Clarify Brand Awareness 

Immediate change, Medium severity 

Marketing the website in fewer words as a community for engineers will help users quickly 

discover what the website is about. Most participants were unclear what the website was about 

and what types of people would use the site.  

They were able to derive that E4C is a humanitarian organization, but more closely associated it 

with a charity than a community of engineers. Multiple participants commented that E4C might 

be an environmentalist or green organization.  

Eye-tracking results indicate that most participants quickly scanned over the Find out more 

section of the website and focused their attention directly on the scrolling images below. Only 

one of our six participants clicked on the link to learn more about the organization.  

 

Figure 4. The current tagline is forty-six words and in an italicized font that might be difficult for some users 
to read on the screen. 

A more concise tagline in an easier to read format and location will help users quickly learn what 

E4C does and how they potentially fit in with the organization.  

Consolidate the Homepage 

Long-term change, High severity 

Consolidating the homepage to include less text will help new users more quickly become 

acquainted with the site. One participant commented that the site contained:  
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“…a lot of information just by looking at it. It is very wordy when the page first shows up.” 

– Caldine 

There are currently seven sections on the homepage that contain large blocks of text. Although 

some participants noted that the information was helpful, only two spent time looking at the 

content between the scrolling images and Google map in Scenario 1.  

 

Figure 5. The tagline, Collaborate, Join E4C Today, Bulletin Board, Solutions Library, E4C News, and Recent 
Workspaces sections all contain large blocks of text. 

All of the participants however, were drawn to the visual elements of the site – the scrolling 

images and the map. One participant’s first impressions were drawn from these images:  

 

“I like the different pictures showing different aspects of what you do.”–Semaj 

While much of the text on the homepage is important, users are more likely to notice important 

parts of the site, such as what the organization is about and reasons for registering if these are 

communicated in far less words. Web users are scanners by nature and tend to ignore large 

blocks of text. This was evident throughout usability testing.  

Consider Changing the Site’s Color Scheme 

Long-term change, Low severity 

Half of the test participants noted that the bright colors on the E4C site were distracting. One of 

our participant’s first comments in Scenario 1 was that:  
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“I don’t know if I like the colors. The colors are a little busy.” – Audrey  

While the E4C Web Style Guide is concise and well thought out, some of the text and 

background color combinations do not produce highly readable text. For instance, on the 

homepage, combinations of light gray text on a dark green background and light gray text on a 

dark blue background are used in crucial sections. Eye-tracking results confirm that participants 

skipped over these areas.  

 

Figure 6. Many of the color combinations do not provide enough contrast, making text difficult to read. 

Higher contrast color combinations will produce more readable content, such as light gray text 

with an orange background or dark blue text on a gray background.   

Fix Script Error 

Immediate change, Low severity 

A JavaScript error is encountered whenever the homepage is opened using Internet Explorer. 

This is most likely the result of the Google Map on the homepage loading incorrectly.   
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Figure 7. Participants were unsure of how to make the script error disappear. 

Although none of our participants explicitly cited this as an issue or a detriment, all participants 

encountered it and many were unsure of whether to click yes or no to make the pop-up window 

disappear.  

Facilitating the Registration Process 

The goals of the following recommendations are to get more new users to register by:  

1. Giving users motivation to register.  

2. Making the registration process easier.  

Motivate Users to Join 

Immediate change, High severity 

The benefits of becoming a new member to the E4C site are not clearly stated to users. The 

Join E4C Today section of the website contains 58 words of text that scanning users are not 

likely to read. Eye-tracking results confirm that at least three of our six participants ignored this 

section.   
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Figure 8. Participants did not take the time to read the text below Join E4C Today. 

When asked what they thought they could do once they became registered users, all of our 

participants responded that they were either unsure or simply thought it was part of the test 

process, indicating that new users do not immediately see the benefits of joining the E4C 

community.  

Reducing the amount of text on the homepage to a small tagline increases the likelihood that 

users will read this part of the homepage. Something simple such as ―Join today to begin 

collaborating on our Workspaces and Bulletin Boards‖  

Decrease Password Requirements 

Immediate change, Low severity 

Every participant tested noted that the password requirements were too strict. Additionally, it 

took our participants multiple attempts to complete the registration process due to strict 

password requirements. Table 15 shows how many attempts it took each participant to select a 

suitable password.  
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Table 15. Participants took an average 3.16 attempts to meet all password requirements. 

Participant Name Number of Attempts 

U1 Cody 5 

U2 Heather 3 

U3 Justin 2 

U4 Semaj 4 

U5 Audrey 2 

Pilot Caldine 2 

Most participants expressed obvious frustration. One participant stated that: 

“I would forget this password and probably have to request a new one each time if I 

didn’t visit this site every day.” – Justin  

Decreasing the password requirements to three or even two of the stated requirements will 

increase the likelihood that new users complete the registration process and that newly 

registered users will return to the website.  

Provide Email Confirmation after Registration 

Long-term change, High severity 

Sending an email confirmation to newly registered members of the E4C site will provide 

confidence in the registration process. Half of our participants noted that they were hesitant to 

include a lot of their information. One participant cited in the Post-test questionnaire that the 

site:   

“…did not require an email verification which seems to be lacking on security and would 

build up a large amount of SPAM posts.” – Justin  

An email confirmation as a step between registering and filling out a user profile provides an 

increased sense of security. It is also an opportunity to tell users why they should fill out a profile 

and how their information will be displayed.  

Users are concerned about the privacy and security of their information. Half of the participants 

clicked on the Terms of Use on the registration page, and one spent nearly seven minutes 

reading the text.  

Explain How Profiles Are Displayed 

Immediate change, Medium severity 

The profile screen displayed after the registration process left test participants unsure. None of 

the participants completely filled out the profile and most were hesitant to include personal 

information, such as a Skype username and telephone number.  
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Figure 9. Justin liked that there was an option to hide his email address from others. 

When asked why they did not fill out all of the profile information, participants either responded 

that they were not comfortable sharing that much personal information or they were unsure of 

how it would be displayed.  

There are two potential solutions to this problem:  

1. Include text relating to privacy conditions at the beginning of the profile screen.  

2. Make filling out a profile a task that users complete after they become more acquainted 

with the site, not immediately after registering.  

Using Your User’s Language 

The following recommendation help E4C users complete their tasks quicker by labeling different 

sections of the website how they would expect, using the language they expect.  

Avoid Confusing Labels 
Long-term change, High severity 

Labels such as Workspace, Learning Center, and even Solutions Library have the potential to 

mislead users that are not accustomed to the E4C website.  

When asked what type of information might be available in the Solutions Library, one participant 

stated that:  
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“It sounds kind of like an online directory, like where you would go if you can’t find 

information on the main page.” –Heather 

Another participant stated that the Workspace was likely to contain:  

 

“…something career-oriented, such as job opportunities, resumes posted, and people 

promoting their business.” –Audrey 

These types of responses were consistent – participants did not know what type of information 

to expect in each of the sections of E4C Resources. In Scenario 4, we asked participants how 

they would share project information with other E4C members. The results were varied as:  

 Two created Workspaces after browsing other options.  

 One posted to the Bulletin Board.  

 Two posted to the Bulletin Board after browsing the Members list.  

There are two potential solutions to this issue. The first would be to explicitly state what type of 

information users could expect to find on each site in a highly visible location. It would also help 

to re-label ―The Learning Center‖ as ―How to Use E4C.‖  

The more ideal solution is to use the language that your users expect. Three of our six 

participants specifically stated that they were looking for forums, and one mentioned that she 

expected the Bulletin Board to be ―more like a community topic-based place.‖ 

You can gain insight on the type of labels your users would expect by performing activities such 

as an open card sort, where participants are asked to place cards into different categories and 

then name each category.  

Re-label the Learning Center 

Immediate change, Medium severity 

None of the participants tested immediately recognized The Learning Center as a source for 

learning how to use the E4C website. Two of the participants clicked on the Learning Center 

when looking for information about specific projects and were surprised to see that the content 

in this section was about how to use the E4C website.  

The reaction to the information in this section was positive, as one participant said: 

“It includes information on what a Workspace is which is helpful.” – Cody 

Re-labeling The Learning Center to something more descriptive, such as How to Use E4C will: 

 Increase the likelihood that the E4C site will be used more efficiently.   

 Ensure that collaborative parts of the site are being used as intended.  

 Decrease the learning curve for new users.  

Ultimately, something as simple as clearer labels for each section of the site will go a long way 

to creating a sustainable online community.  
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Integrate Social Media 

The following recommendations are simple solutions to increase awareness of E4C’s social 

media outlets to users.  

Make Social Media Links More Prominent 

Immediate change, Medium severity 

Although located where most users would expect to find them, the links to social media and 

networking outlets should be more prominent on the website. This is especially crucial if E4C 

intends to use these as avenues to reach a broader audience.  

In Scenario 5, most of the participants did not indicate social media as a method for sharing 

information on projects with users outside of the E4C website, although all indicated that they 

use social media regularly. Additionally, none of the participants opted to use the share button 

located on many pages.  

 

Figure 10. Participants did not use the Share button located on many pages.  

A description of the types of information and media available through each outlet will increase 

the likelihood that users will use E4C’s social media links.  

Include Engineering for Change YouTube Video on Homepage 

Immediate change, Low severity 

The YouTube video titled Engineering for Change does a good job of summarizing the type of 

work that E4C is involved with. Several of our participants noted that visual aids were helpful for 

them, specifically as it related to learning about E4C.  
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Figure 11. The Engineering for Change YouTube video provides an overview of the organization through 
images. 

Including a link to this particular video on the homepage has other tangible benefits, including:  

 Social media integration 

 An increased web presence  

 A more direct form of marketing the E4C brand  

Since web-users tend to scan text over reading, video can accomplish what large blocks of text 

cannot. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

A combination of usability testing and an expert review of the Engineering for Change website 

conducted by the iUG team has revealed strong points of the website in addition to a number of 

opportunities for improvements.  

Users quickly recognize the website as a place they can interact – a community aimed at 

bettering the lives of the impoverished through engineering and knowledge sharing. The paths 

that our participants took discovering the website did not align with E4C’s goal of having users 

learn, register, and collaborate. 

The following sets of recommendations will help users achieve their goals and E4C’s goals in a 

more efficient manner: 

 Restructure top-level navigation to expose all of the possibilities.  

 Redesign the homepage to allow scanning users to quickly learn about the organization 

and where they can begin their tasks.  

 Facilitate the registration process so users are confident about joining E4C.  

 Listen to your users – make sure that the website uses their language, looks the way 

they would expect, and is organized how they expect it. 

 Integrate social media to encourage and expand the use of these E4C outlets.  

Specific recommendations are summarized in Table 16.  

Table 16. The iUG team developed 14 recommendations to be implemented in both immediate and long-term 
time frames.   

Recommendation Severity Time-Frame Category 
Expose all links High Long-term Restructuring Navigation 

Use a conventional F-Pattern High Long-term Restructuring Navigation 

Clarify brand awareness Medium Immediate Redesigning Homepage 

Consolidate the homepage Medium Long-term Redesigning Homepage 

Consider changing color scheme Low Long-term Redesigning Homepage 

Fix script error Low Immediate Redesigning Homepage 

Motivate users to join High Immediate Facilitating Registration 

Decrease password requirements Low Immediate Facilitating Registration 

Provide email confirmation High Long-term Facilitating Registration 

Explain how profiles are displayed Medium Immediate Facilitating Registration 

Avoid confusing labels High Long-term Using User’s Language 

Re-label Learning Center Medium Immediate Using User’s Language 

Make social media links more prominent Medium Immediate Integrating Social Media 

Include YouTube video on homepage Low Immediate Integrating Social Media 

 

Our recommendation is to make immediate short-term changes and begin strategizing ways to 

implement long-term changes. Additional usability testing during this time-frame will confirm 

these findings and give E4C an invaluable opportunity to learn about your users.  
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Appendix A: Personas 

Michael Samford – Engineering Student 

Male 22 years old.  

Undergraduate engineering student.  

Occupation: Full-time student; works part-time to 
earn extra spending money.  

Technical Profile: Uses his computer on a daily 
basis. Quickly learns new software, but prefers web-
based applications.  

Organizations: IEEE, ASCE, Tau Beta Pi 

Hobbies: traveling, photography, exploring nature 

Michael is a civil engineering student in his junior year at Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania. 
He is particularly interested in civil engineering. He grew up in an upper-middle class 
neighborhood of Connecticut.  

Michael is single and lives in an apartment off campus. He works part-time at a nearby pizza 
restaurant. His hobbies include photography, going to outdoor music festivals, hiking, and 
camping. He loves to travel and see new places, especially outside of the United States.  

As an engineering student, Michael is technically savvy and relies on technology. He owns a 
computer, laptop that he uses for school, and an iPad for personal use. He stays connected with 
friends and family through social networks including Twitter, Facebook, Google Plus, and 
StumbleUpon. He recently created a LinkedIn account because he is beginning to think about 
potential career paths.  

Michael has always had an interest in helping the less fortunate. These values were instilled 
through his family and staying active with a youth group in Connecticut. After his freshman year 
of college, he spent a summer helping build canals to create sustainable water sources in a 
remote village of Guatemala.  

Motivators 

 Likes to use technology to collaborate with those with similar interest. 

 Does not have money to be philanthropic, but likes to help others in other ways. 

Frustrations 

 Easily frustrated when he cannot find information quickly.  

 Uses search, but generally cannot find results.  

“I want to be an engineer 
so I can change the world 
and help everybody in it.”  
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Rajit Sanjay – International Engineering Student 

Male 26 years old.  

Rajit is an International student.  

Occupation: Software Engineering graduate student at 
Southern Polytechnic State University. Graduate Assistant , 
2010—present 

Technical Profile:  Designs and develops software 
programs. Strong technical proficiency.  

Organizations: International Student Organization (ISO), 
IEEE 

Hobbies: Gaming and watching Indian movies (Favorite 
movie - Slumdog Millionaire), hanging out with friends, 
traveling  

Rajit Sanjay is from Hyderabad, capital city of Andhra Pradesh in Southern India. The city 
houses the Microsoft India Development Center (MSIDC), the company’s largest software 
engineering facility outside of the United States. Rajit is fluent in English as well as  three (3) 
other native languages: Hindi, Telugu and Urdu.. He has lived in the United States for 5 years. 

Rajit plans on working with a software company for two (2) years before going back to India. He 
loves being in the United States but wants to return home to be with his family and hopes to join 
an Indian firm to continue his software engineering career. In addition, he would like to help his 
community with technology projects.  

His parents worked hard to send him to the United States, and he would like to make them 
proud by working hard and helping others. His mother stays home and his father is a doctor 
who owns a local community clinic. Rajit has one sister, Priya, who wants to be a doctor and 
take over the family business. 

Rajit and a couple of his classmates heard about the E4C website from their professor and are 
interested in joining so they can gain experience working on community projects. He views this 
as a good opportunity to build knowledge and contacts, which he will use for future projects as 
well as networking within the organization. 

Motivators 

 Websites that are easily translated to Hindi.  

 Organizations that work near his hometown. 

Frustrations 

 Fluent in English, but sometimes does not understand colloquial terms. 

 Dislikes too much text on a website.  

“I understand the 
challenges that 
Indians face with 
poverty and lack of 
opportunities, and I 
want to make sure 
that I can give back 
to my community. “ 
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Appendix B: Personas Memo 

Memorandum 

To:   Dr. Carol Barnum 

From:  The iUser Group – Carol Njama, Lydia Peavey, Allison Smith, John Weaver 

Date:  September 18, 2011 

Subject:  Description of Sources of Information for Personas 

The iUser Group (iUG) team at Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU) developed two 

personas for our Engineering for Change (E4C) usability testing project. This memorandum 

outlines our research methods, provides an overview of both personas, and describes the 

sources of information used to create these personas.  

Purpose and Methodology 

The group developed two personas representing specific user profiles for use in the E4C 

heuristic evaluation. The personas will also help us identify participants for website usability 

testing.  

Each member conducted individual research, and then we compared and discussed the 

findings. We collaborated through Vista chat and email to develop the two personas. 

Based on the research, the iUG team agreed on two personas: 

1. An international engineering student. Although this persona is specifically of Indian 
descent, he is representative of an international student population  

2. An undergraduate engineering student from the United States.  

Persona One – International Student 

Overview 

Based on the research done by the iUG team on the E4C website, the first of two personas is 

an international graduate engineering student. 

The idea originated during discussions with the E4C contact, Kasmore Rhedrick (personal 

correspondence, August 30, 2011), which included questions regarding the registered member 

profiles of the E4C website. According to the E4C-Filtered Dashboard document that our 

Engineering for Change client Kasmore provided via email, the second largest group of 
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registered users is from India. Other countries with large amounts of registered users include 

Pakistan, Canada, and United Kingdom respectively. 

With this idea, the iUG team created a persona of a graduate engineering student of Indian 

descent as a representation of one of the international countries. The SPSU international 

student is currently a member of the IEEE and plans on going to India to work with the goal of 

helping his community through engineering projects. According to Kasmore, this is a typical 

example of the E4C website’s goal – as a way to help engineering professionals and students 

channel their work to help communities around them. 

This situation of the persona of an Indian international student is a result of the recent economic 

situation in the United States. Many Indian professionals are going back to their home country 

because of outsourcing of software and engineering jobs to India and Pakistan. In addition, the 

stringent federal laws regarding work Visas in the United States prevent employers from 

renewing the H1 and H2 Visas and sponsoring International students who are vital in the 

software and engineering fields. 

Interviews/Encounters with College Friends  

One of the iUG team members knows close college friends and colleagues who have gone back 

to India due to the issues mentioned above. These issues not only affect students and 

professionals of Indian descent, but are a representation of some of the issues that international 

students are facing here in the United States.  

On the bright side, the international students that are returning home are using the knowledge 

and skills acquired while in the United States to make projects like those found on E4C’s 

website a success. 

India has encountered global humanitarian concerns, especially in Indian slums. According to 

the YouTube video, ―Slums in India,‖ sheer poverty, and lack of sanitation and hygiene are a 

shock to foreigners. The success of the blockbuster movie Slumdog Millionaire depicts some of 

the global issues that India is currently facing. These issues warrant projects and collaboration 

methods such as those proposed by E4C due to the vast poverty, hygiene, and sanitation 

issues that come as a shock to most foreigners who visit India and other third world countries.  

E4C Profiles 

Additional research included browsing the E4C’s member profiles and involvement in the E4C’s 

Bulletin Board and Workspaces. Many of the international members who post on the Bulletin 

Board are undergraduate students. The majority are from India, with Pakistan and Indonesia 

also well represented.  

These students both initiate and respond to requests seeking knowledge or recruiting on the 

Bulletin Board. While they do not always specify which schools they attend on their profiles, 

many list the degree they are pursuing and why they are pursuing it. This information helped 
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give shape to the persona’s goals and motivations. For example, a student from Indonesia is 

interested in helping the environment and an Indian student specifically indicates that he is 

interested in helping his country and creating awareness of issues in India. 

All of the profiles studied indicate that the students are a part of IEEE or ASME. All of the 

students participate on the Bulletin Board, but only half participate in the Workspace. This 

information will help determine scenarios for the heuristic evaluation and for the usability testing 

of the E4C website. Out of the students who include a picture on their profile, only one is female 

and the other four are male. This helped determine that the persona should be male. 

YouTube Videos 

Other research used by the iUG team to help create the persona was YouTube videos. The 

videos show international students who were educated in the United States and either remain in 

the U.S. or go back to their hometown. According to the student members of IEEE, many 

students tend to continue their relationship with the community. These students are passionate 

about helping communities around them and continue these relationships with the communities.  

One such case is an IEEE project – Engineers for Education YouTube video. It depicts an 

engineering professional who started an education initiative project in Orange County, California 

and internationally. 

Persona Two – Undergraduate Engineering 

Student 

The other persona we created is representative of a typical undergraduate engineering student 

that might be an active member of the E4C community. He is a young civil engineering student 

attending a liberal arts school. His hobbies and technological aptitude parallel actual users of 

the E4C website.  

One of the primary reasons we selected this persona is because of the likely availability of 

similar students in the SPSU community. We detail our methodology and sources in the 

following section. 

E4C Social Media Outlets 

We used Twitter profiles of people that follow the E4C’s twitter feed as one of the foundations to 

help create this persona. E4C currently has a little over 2,600 followers. A sample of 30 that 

included the word student in their profile or appeared to be around the age of a college student 

was selected. These were split between students from U.S. colleges and students from 

international schools. From these profiles we were able to derive that:  

 Most listed traveling as a passion.  
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 Most of the domestic students lived in the New England area or along the west coast.  

 Most were interested specifically in civil engineering.  

 Most were nearing the end of their undergraduate studies.  

 Many spoke Spanish as a native language.  

Several interests including photography, music, and activities related to nature were common. 

Many of the E4C twitter followers indicated that they would like to use engineering as a means 

to change the world.  

A review of E4C’s Facebook page did not yield much information since access was limited to 

E4C specific content. Additionally Linked In contained mostly the profiles of professional 

engineers. For the purposes of our goals and objectives, Twitter and YouTube were the most 

useful social media outlets.  

E4C Profiles 

We scanned many of the Workspaces and profiles on E4C to seek information on locations of 

interest to students. While the largest concentration of Workspaces are in India, 7 of the 50 

most populous are focused in Latin America. The interest in this area is likely a combination of 

both need for sustainable engineering projects and proximity to the United States.  

Latin and Central America are the focus of many religion-based mission trips as well as the 

types of projects that make E4C’s collaborative environment successful.  

Research of Liberal Arts Engineering Programs 

Based on the data from Twitter profiles and E4C’s focus on humanitarian engineering, we 

decided to do more research on civil engineering and college engineering programs that have a 

human-centered focus. This lead to a USA Today article that spoke of how more liberal arts 

schools are offering engineering degrees. 

Although many of these schools are marketing the programs as an alternative to big name 

schools, the programs are still largely comprised of males. Among the schools mentioned in the 

article were Bucknell and Swarthmore. A review of Swarthmore’s engineering program website 

revealed that much of the coursework is focused on civil engineering. Additionally, it is active 

with professional associations such as IEEE and ASME as well as Tau Beta Pi, the engineering 

honor society.  

Additional Sources of Information 

We also looked at websites of a few of the larger engineering programs to get an idea of the 

types of activities that students are involved in and as a potential source of a photo. The 

activities were similar to findings from the sources mentioned in other sections.  

The photo we used was the result of a Google Images search of ―college student‖ and comes 

from a stock photo website.  
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Conclusion 

Both of the personas created represent actual users of the E4C website. They share common 

goals, characteristics, and motivations and are based on actual research of the website’s users. 

Research from additional sources supplemented and confirmed these findings. The iUG team is 

confident that we can recruit similar users for usability testing from the SPSU community.  
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Executive Summary 

This report details iUG’s heuristic evaluation (HE) of the Engineering for Change (E4C) website. The four iUG team members viewed 

the site independently from the persona of Michael, an undergraduate engineering student. Using the same scenario, each reviewer 

compared the site elements and experience to Quesenbery’s 5Es heuristic set. We combined and analyzed our results to identify, 

group, and rank the E4C website’s strengths and weaknesses. We ranked the findings using two organization methods, affinity 

matching and card sorting. The combined findings will provide areas of focus for the usability test plan and participant scenarios. We 

focused on the following tasks for this evaluation: 

 Visiting and becoming familiar with E4C site 

 Researching and identifying projects/areas of interest 

 Determining how to become involved 

 Registering and logging into site 

 Reviewing membership details 

 Contributing to site activities such as Workspaces 

 Using social media and other linked sites for additional information/research 

Our HE found great content in the E4C News, Solutions Library, and in their social media channels. The collaborative support of 

leading engineering associations provided reputation and credibility. The site’s well-defined mission demonstrated E4C’s 

commitment to humanitarian engineering through support for solution sharing and community building. These strengths support 

E4C’s opportunity to encourage positive change through collective knowledge and efforts. The top issues identified through our 

evaluation include navigation confusion, content organization, and user frustrations that could affect the site experience and ease of 

use.
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Introduction & Background 

In user experience research, a heuristic evaluation provides usability information through inspection of a system or interface. 

Typically, three to five reviewers independently examine the system and compare their findings to commonly accepted principles 

(heuristics).As an early step in usability assessment, HEs can locate potential errors or issues with user experience and system 

operation. 

The iUG team was originally going to evaluate the E4C website with both Jakob Nielsen’s 10 heuristics and Whitney Quesenbery’s 

5Es. After careful consideration, we decided to use Whitney Quesenbery’s 5Es, as well as affinity matching and card sorting. 

We approached the site with Whitney Quesenbery’s usability characteristics known as the ―5Es.‖ Because of the breadth of the E4C 

content and multiple paths available to users, we felt the broad categories in the 5Es provide flexibility in assessing the site elements 

and functions. Quesenbery defines the 5Es as: 

Effective: How completely and accurately the work or experience is completed or goals reached 

 quality of the user assistance 

 presentation of choices in a way that is clearly understandable 

 good interface terminology 

 redundant navigation 

Efficient: How quickly this work can be completed 

 number of clicks or keystrokes required or the total ―time on task‖ 

 define the task from the user’s point of view, rather than as a single, granular interaction 

 navigation design elements 

 keyboard shortcuts, menus, links and other buttons 

 well-designed with clearly expressed actions 

Engaging: How well the interface draws the user into the interaction and how pleasant and satisfying it is to use 

 number, functions and types of graphic images or colors 

 use of any multimedia elements 
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 design and readability of the text 

 style of the interaction 

Error Tolerant: How well the product prevents errors and can help the user recover from mistakes that do occur 

 treat error messages as part of the interface 

 clear description of the problem 

 direct links to choices for a path to correct the problem 

 make it difficult to take incorrect actions. 

 design links and buttons to be distinctive 

 use clear language, avoiding technical jargon 

 dependent fields or choices appear together 

 limit choices, provide back-track, undo, or reverse options 

Easy to Learn: How well the product supports both the initial orientation and continued learning throughout the complete lifetime of 

use 

 build on prior knowledge of computer systems 

 incorporate interaction patterns learned through use in a predictable way 

 implement consistent interface and behaviors 

 place information or controls where expected 

These five heuristics are the basis of our research and are referenced in the sections that follow. This report will cover:  

 our methodology for conducting the heuristic evaluation;  

 a presentation of findings based on user tasks; and 

 a table of findings by severity rankings.  

Our goal in conducting a heuristic evaluation of the E4C website is to improve the overall user experience by identifying areas for 

improvement.  
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Methodology 

For the initial review, all four iUG team members examined the E4C website independently. We noted our findings for the site’s 

positive elements and possible issues using the following assumptions: 

Heuristics 

Based on Quesenbery’s 5 E’s described in the section above, we set expectations for Michael in each area:  

 Efficient – Michael expects a learning curve since he has never used the E4C website, so there is some level of exploration 
time to expect. If he does not learn quickly or does not have help, then he will likely get frustrated. 

 Effective – From what he has heard about E4C, he expects the website to be very comprehensive and include everything he 
is looking for.  

 Engaging – Again, based on what he has heard from professionals, there is a high level of expectation. The website should 
be professional and easy to use. Navigation should be self-explanatory and social elements engaging.  

 Error Tolerant – Since the site is relatively new and content is dynamic and driven by user interaction, some errors are to be 
expected.  

 Easy to Learn – With so many different competing elements (content libraries, Workspaces, etc.) it is important to be able to 
pick up on everything and be able to reference help guides/tutorials along the way.  
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Ranking System 

Although we liked the broad categories in the 5 Es, we also felt they needed some focus to effectively describe major areas of 

concern. Many of the issues we found relate to more than one of the 5Es, so we considered other options for presenting our findings. 

We ultimately decided to compile our findings by conducting a card-sort through an affinity sorting process.  

Affinity Matching 

Affinity matching is one method for organizing findings for an evaluation. It is a bottom-up technique, which starts with the findings 

and determines appropriate affinity groups through sorting by common characteristics. After comparing all of our findings we created 

six categories related to areas of concern for the website:  

1. Navigation/Information Architecture 
2. User Experience 
3. System Problems 
4. Content 
5. Social Media 
6. Aesthetics 

Card Sorting 

We then compiled all of our findings and arranged them through a card sort. Card sort applications involve matching individual items 

to the appropriate categories or headings determined through the affinity matching process. We used an online sorting tool on a 

website called WebSort.net. 

Severity Rankings 

We included severity ratings as a subgroup of our card sort activity, which helped us see where the highest-level issues exist. We 

determined a basic severity of low, medium, and high:  

 Low – Minor issues with little to no impact on user experience 

 Medium – Recurring or more noticeable issues with significant impact on user experience 

 High – Major issues that may stop the user’s progress within the system or lead to high user frustration 
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Persona 

As a basis for the heuristic evaluation, the team reviewed the site through the eyes of Michael, an undergraduate student. His 

characteristics guided our examination of the E4C site. Below is a list of some of the primary characteristics that were considered:  

 Civil Engineering major 

 Likes to travel 

 Technically savvy 

 Does social networking – Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn 

 Interested in helping the less fortunate 

 Spent summer helping build canals – water sources in Guatemala, Central America 

 Frustrated if cannot find information quickly 

 Likes to use search to find information 

Scenario 

Michael received an assignment for one of his courses to identify an area of interest and a related project. Once he locates a target 

project, he should contribute and improve on existing project information. Alternately, he could use his research in developing a new 

project, including proposal and requests for assistance.  

We determined a probable task list Michael may take through the site: 

 Visit and become familiar with E4C site 

 Research and identify projects/areas of interest 

 Determine how to become involved 

 Register and log into site 

 Review membership details 

 Begin contributing to site activities such as Workspaces 

 Use social media and other linked sites for additional information/research 
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Task Flow Chart 

The chart below displays the typical path that a new user such as Michael might take to complete tasks on the E4C website.  

New User: 

MichaelAbou

t E4C Page 

 

Learn 

About E4C 

Area of 

Interest 

Water Project 

Register at 

E4CSchool 

Project/GroupPr

oject 

Set up a Workspace for 

individual/group project for 

collaborating, invite friends, 

post ideas, seek advice on a 

project or job searchpost. 

Use social media 

Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin –

(connect withfriends and 

share water project info, job 

search, collaborate onproject 

etc…) 

 

Scenario 1 – Red  Scenario 3 – 

PurpleScenario 2 - Dark Blue   
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Findings 

This section documents the findings and highlights positive and negative aspects of the heuristic evaluation. It is organized in two 

parts:   

1. Tasks –describes Michael’s encounter while performing the tasks. This is done through a series of screenshots that show a 

walkthrough of Michael’s experience.  

2. Rankings – presents the findings evaluation in an easy-to-read table format. Potential user obstacles and areas for 
improvement are organized by the categories identified through the affinity sorting process and ranked according to severity 
level.  
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Tasks 

Initial Reactions 

 

Michael is a new user 

trying to learn about 

E4C. 

Michael is distracted by the 

scrolling graphic image and 

unable to focus on the 

banner with the about 

information. 

Michael is distracted 

by the floating box 

that keeps changing. 
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Michael scrolls down the whole website, and his attention is diverted as he looks at the map. He does not understand what the map 

does. 

 

Michael does not 

understand what the 

purpose of the map is. 
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Learning about E4C 

Michael goes back to the banner to the Find out more link. 

 

He clicks on the Find out more link and goes to the About page and reads the information. 

 Michael likes the typeface and blue color because it is easy to read. He scrolls down and reads all the E4C information. So far 
he likes the information on the About page – It is clear and concise. 

  

Michael 

focuses back 

to the banner 

under the Find 

out morelink. 

https://www.engineeringforchange.org/about/view
https://www.engineeringforchange.org/about/view
https://www.engineeringforchange.org/about/view
https://www.engineeringforchange.org/about/view
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 Michael looks at the logo and finds it interesting and pleasant. 

 

Michael notices the logo 

and reads the information 

about E4C. 
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 He notices the Twitter, Facebook logos etc… social networking links. 

 Michael thinks of clicking on the social networking links, but wants to continue ―checking out the website.‖ 

 Going back to the research, Michael now wants to look at the Water project that he is interested in.  

 He clicks the Water link, which takes him to the water page. 

 

Michael notices the 

logos for the social 

networking sites 

because he likes 

social networking to 

connect with friends. 
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Researching Water Projects 

 

 

Michael reads the banner 

and case study.  

 

Michael briefly, looks at 

the image, and the 

scrolling is distracting and 

irritating him. 
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Michael clicks on the link 

“Go to site” and is 

immediately sent to 

another website outside of 

E4C. http://water.org/ 

 

 

Michael sees too much 

information. Not sure where 

to start with finding about 

the water information and 

decides to look at 

Water.org subheading. 
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http://water.org/- water.org website 

 

 No warning that he is being directed outside the site. 

 Not sure of affiliation and does not have enough information yet to determine it. 

 He wants to go back to E4C to focus on what he was researching. 

 He closes the screen to go back to E4C website. 

 He is starting to lose interest and attention. 

Michael is not sure of the 

affiliation of this website 

to E4C. 

 

http://water.org/
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Back on the E4C website, Michael decides to look at the articles and sees one that interests him. 

http://water.org/2011/08/how-the-new-water-project-changed-my-life/ - Article in water project area on E4C website 

 

 

 He looks at the recent Workspaces to see what is in there and view all Workspaces.  

 He’s thinking of a Workspace individual or group project to collaborate or post ideas etc…  

Michael clicks on the article, 

and it takes him back to the 

water.org site again. Reads 

the article and closes the 

window again! Getting 

frustrated, and ignores all the 

other information. 

 

 

http://water.org/2011/08/how-the-new-water-project-changed-my-life/
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Exploring Workspaces to Find Information 

 
 

Michael clicks on the link 

―View all Workspaces‖  
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After clicking on the link, Michael gets an error. 

 
 

 https://www.engineeringforchange.org/internalServerError 

 Internal server error (500)| - Michael does not know what this means– Computer jargon! 

 He presses the back button arrow and goes back to the E4C website. 

Michael clicks the View all Workspaces, and there 

is an internal service error has occurred! Tries 

again because assumes that it is his internet 

server or service problem. After two attempts, 

closes the window. He does not have any 

information directing him what to do or see any 

information. Starts to think about abandoning the 

whole project and takes a break. 

 

 

https://www.engineeringforchange.org/internalServerError
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Back on the E4C Homepage: 

 Michael wants to be a member but is not sure he wants to register at this point. Michael is required to register by his professor 
as an IEEE member for a school or group project requirement. 

 Looks for the registration tab - wants to see what it entails to register! 
 

 

Michael clicks on the registration 

tab. It goes to the registration 

page with a form – looks like a 

standard form. 
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Considering Registration 

 
 
 He wants to be a member of the E4C, but is still not sure yet. 

Standard registration form – with 

name, email address etc. Michael is 

hesitant to fill out the information just 

yet. He has spent quite a while on 

the website and thinking about doing 

something else. 
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Registration - Map it area: 

 
 

Map showing when you enter the state or country. Michael is not sure the necessity of the map-it function. This can be confusing to 

international users that do not use state… etc. Michael is not sure what information to put there and the system does not allow you to 

move on without that information. He types in India, but it showed a map of Africa? 

Types India, maps it and map of 

Africa comes up! – Michael is very 

confused – not sure the point of 

the map it function. 
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Exploring E4C’s Social Networks 

Michael scrolls down and sees the social networking sites logos at the bottom of the registration page. He wants to look at some of 

the social network sites to see what is going on there. 

 

 

Clicks on all of the social network 

sites logos and it looks good. 

Plans to review some of the 

information there and starts with 

Facebook. 
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Facebook Page - http://www.facebook.com/engineeringforchange 

 
 

 Michael closes the Facebook page – no url to go back to E4C website. 

 Opens Twitter 

Michael reviews the page. He 

likes it as it has information that 

he could share with his 

classmates and friends and then 

closes the page. 

http://www.facebook.com/engineeringforchange
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Twitter Page - http://twitter.com/#!/engineer4change 

 

 

Michael reviews the twitter 

page. He likes the page and 

clicks on the E4C url to go 

back to the E4C website. 

Michael likes that a lot instead 

of closing the page. 

http://twitter.com/#!/engineer4change
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The address from Twitter takes him to the E4C homepage -https://www.engineeringforchange.org/home. 

 

 

Michael goes back to 

the E4C homepage. 

https://www.engineeringforchange.org/home
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Michael closes the E4C Homepage window and clicks on the YouTube back on the registration page. 

YouTube page - http://www.youtube.com/user/engineeringforchange 

 

 This YouTube video should be at the E4C website either on the homepage or the about page. Very interesting and 
Informative and gives all the information about E4C’s mission and goals. 

 He decides to leave the website and closes the window to return later! 

 Michael still has to create a Workspace and register for the school project as required for his class. 

 Michael feels frustrated. He did not accomplish the goals the first time! 

Michael finally returns to the E4C website to register. 

Michael clicks on this video 

and likes that it tells him all 

about E4C. He wishes this 

video was on the home or 

about page because it is very 

informative and interesting. 

http://www.youtube.com/user/engineeringforchange
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Completing Registration 

The registration process is far too difficult. Username and password requirements are too strict – after several attempts, many users 

would simply abandon trying to register. 

 

 

 

 

Michael finds registration too 

difficult. Username and 

password requirements are 

too strict. 
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Using Workspaces 

Michael decides to check out the Workspaces. 

 

 When viewing a specific Workspace, there is no consistent way to navigate back to the Workspaces homepage.  

 Browser’s back button does not work.  

When viewing a specific 

Workspace, there is no 

consistent way to navigate 

back to the Workspace 

homepage. Back button 

does not work. 
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 Workspaces have no function to search for specific projects of interest.  

 The sort function available can be long and tedious if looking for a specific Workspace. 

Workspaces have no 

function to search for 

specific projects of 

interest. Michael finds this 

long and tedious process 

to search for a water 

project. 
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 Labels need to be more accurate. For example, the label to join a Workspace – Help solve this problem – does not indicate 
that clicking will join a Workspace. 

Labels need to be more 

accurate. Help solve this 

problemdoes not indicate 

that by clicking this, 

Michael will be joining the 

Workspace. 
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Rankings 

Navigation/Information Architecture 

The layout and design of the E4C website offers users many different paths to take in order to complete their tasks. Multiple 

organizational methods, such as links related to sector and links related to user goals, allow E4C users to navigate the site through a 

path that seems most natural to them.  

Obstacle Severity 
Ranking 

5 E’s Affected 

Organization of top navigation bar by sector is not intuitive. It would be more helpful if E4C Resources was 
the default.  

High Engaging 

Workspaces have no function to search for specific projects of interest. The sort function that is available can 
be long and tedious if looking for a specific Workspace.  

High Efficiency, Easy to 
Use 

When viewing a specific Workspace there is no consistent way to navigate back to the Workspaces 
homepage.  

High Efficiency, Effective 

What appears to be breadcrumb navigation in the upper right hand corner of the screen is not. Breadcrumb 
navigation should be available so users can maintain perspective throughout their experience 

Medium Easy to Use, 
Effective, Efficiency 

Links are inconsistent – some links are not-so-obvious text and some are pictures. Users are likely to click 
arbitrarily on the screen until they find a link.  

Medium Easy to Learn 

Search function results pages are not clearly labeled. There is no indication of whether results are from 
Workspaces, bulletins, news articles, etc.  

Medium Effective, Efficiency 

The E4C page does not take advantage of keyboard shortcuts for quicker navigation. Low Efficiency 
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User Experience 

Engineering for Change has a clear understanding of who the website’s target audience is and the website’s design reflects this. The 

many components of the site create a potentially rich and engaging user experience that is dynamic in nature.  

Obstacle Severity 
Ranking 

5 E’s Affected 

The E4C website is difficult to learn for the first time user and it takes a long time to get oriented. All of the 
content, different sections and lack of a clear path to execute goals lead to an overwhelming experience. 
Additionally it is difficult to build on knowledge learned if a user does not visit the site frequently.  

High Easy to Use 

Registration process is far too difficult. Username and password requirements are too strict – after several 
attempts many users would simply abandon trying to register.  

High Efficiency, Error 
Tolerant 

There is no email verification that registration is complete. This poses a potential security issue and does not 
instill a sense of trust with the E4C website.  

Medium Engaging, 
Effective, Error 
Tolerant 

When filling out a profile, there is no indication of how information is going to be displayed. No incentive for 
filling out personal details is noted.  

Medium Engaging 

Users that navigate with the scroll button on their mouse constantly get stuck zooming in and out of the map 
towards the bottom of the homepage.   

Medium Error Tolerant, 
Efficiency 

The recaptcha requirement for registration is tedious and could potentially prevent users from registering.  Low Efficiency 
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System Problems 

The E4C website uses many different tools that facilitate collaboration. Such a robust interface requires a strong database of 

information and back-end programming. E4C’s web development exceeds user expectations in many instances.  

Obstacle Severity 
Ranking 

5 E’s Affected 

An internal server error is encountered when users try to view all Workspaces.  High Error Tolerant 

There are too many broken links throughout the site. High Error Tolerant, 
Efficiency 

The links to critical email addresses appear to be broken.   High Error Tolerant 

The map that appears in the registration screen displays incorrect information when location information is 
entered.  

Medium Error Tolerant 

The map on the homepage does not load in all browsers Medium Error Tolerant 

Since there are so many different elements on the website, it is often slow and tedious to load. This poses a 
problem for users with slow connections.  

Low Efficiency 
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Content 

The E4C website offers a wealth of information, resources, and tools that support the mission and user goals. Each section is 

content-rich and the website appears to employ a content strategy that encourages a steady flow of new material from both users 

and expert sources. 

Obstacle Severity 
Ranking 

5 E’s Affected 

There is too much information on each page, especially the homepage. This leads to confusion and creates 
an overwhelming feel. Additionally, there is no indication of where to start task.  

High Engaging, 
Efficiency, Easy to 
Learn 

There is no explanation of the type of information to expect in each section of the site – Workspaces, 
Bulletin Boards, solutions library, etc.  First time users and even experienced users will have a difficult time 
becoming oriented to the site.  

High Easy to Learn 

The Google map on the homepage takes up too much valuable real estate on the screen. This would be 
better served on a separate page or in a much smaller size.  

Medium Efficiency, Effective 

Much of the content in each sector is links to external websites.  Medium Effective 

Labels need to be more accurate. For example, the label to join a Workspace – Help solve this problem – 
does not indicate that clicking will join a Workspace.  

Medium Efficiency 

After clicking on the links for each sector, it is difficult to tell if the news section pertains to that specific 
sector or E4C as a whole.  

Low Engaging, Efficiency 

The tagline on the main page is difficult to read – too much text, should be condensed. Users are going to 
skim for information and are unlikely to read long strings of text.  

Low Effective 

 

Social Media 

Social Media sites provide an outlet to broadcast an organizations message. E4C is well connected and leverages these 

opportunities through its Twitter feed, Facebook page, LinkedIn network, and collection of YouTube videos. .  
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Obstacle Severity 
Ranking 

5 E’s Affected 

YouTube video that describe E4C’s mission is buried on the organizations YouTube page. This is the 
type of information that would be useful on the homepage.  

High Efficiency 

Links to Social Media sites should be more prominent – especially if E4C intends to use these mediums 
to connect to users and foster collaboration.  

High Engaging 

Some of the social media outlets do not include clear links back to the E4C page. Medium Efficiency, Error 
Tolerant 

There is no explanation of the type of information to expect on E4C’s social media sites.  Medium Effective 

Potential exists for users to wander from the E4C site to explore connections within social media 
networks.  

Low Effective 
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Aesthetics 

E4C has a clear and detailed design strategy as outlined by the web style guide. This has many advantages, including unique 

branding opportunities, unity in presentation, and an overall pleasing look to the user.  

Obstacle Severity 
Ranking 

5 E’s 
Affected 

The bold color scheme and many competing elements are a distraction. Many young users are accustomed to 
minimalist designs that take advantage of dropdown menus, intuitively placed web elements, and easily 
recognizable icons.  

High Engaging 

The banner and scrolling images on the homepage are distracting and divert the user’s attention from the primary 
content.  

Medium Effective 

The mission statement on the homepage is difficult to read because of bolded and italicized combined with the 
contrast between the text and body colors.  

Medium Engaging 

On many pages, such as the ―About Us‖ page, there is a large disparity between the font size of the headers and 
body text.  

Low Engaging 
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Conclusion 

Conducting the heuristic evaluation brought to light many issues that can be immediately addressed should be incorporated into 

E4C’s development and content strategy moving forward. Specifically, issues that have only one solution, such as those regarding 

aesthetics or system problems, can be resolved without any additional input.  

We were able to gain a great deal of knowledge and understanding of the site through our findings, particularly from the vantage 

point of a young, technologically savvy user. The information gained from the review and analysis provides direction for the next 

steps in performing user research on the E4C test – usability testing. We look forward to validating our findings and finding potential 

solutions by creating specific tasks designed to address some of the areas of improvement identified throughout the report. 
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Appendix D: Usability Test Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engineering for Change (E4C) Test Plan 

Prepared for: Kasmore Rhedrick, Candace Beach 

October 28, 2011 

John Weaver 

Lydia Peavey 

Allison Smith 

Carol Njama 
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Introduction 

The iUser Group (iUG) is a team of undergraduate and graduate students at Southern 

Polytechnic State University (SPSU) currently evaluating the Engineering for Change (E4C) 

website. Through systematic usability testing, iUG will make recommendations for the website 

to improve user experience. The usability test process includes:  
 Researching the E4C site and typical users through information provided by the project 

sponsors and independent site inspection. 

 Completing a heuristic evaluation of the site. 

 Developing a usability test plan including participant recruitment goals and specific 
tasks and scenarios.  

 Conducting a formal usability test with representative user participants. 

 Making recommendations based on the results of the testing.  

Following the E4C website launch in January 2011, traffic has increased steadily. No usability 

testing has been performed either before or since the launch.  

Sponsor Meetings 

E4C stakeholders are interested in learning more about the site’s user experience for both 

existing and prospective members. The iUG team met on August 23 and 30, 2011 with the two 

E4C sponsors, Candace Beach and Kasmore Rhedrick,  
 

During our first meeting with the E4C sponsors, we received background information on the site 

and organization as well as specific usability goals from the sponsors: 

 Do users understand the purpose of the website as a content-based and community 
site? 

 Can users find information that is of interest to them? 

 Is the basic navigation of the website intuitive? 

 Does the website use unfamiliar terminology? 

 Are users willing and able to successfully become E4C members? 

 Are users interested in following projects using social media resources? 

To understand existing site visits and membership, we examined available data on the website 

traffic. According to the Google Analytics provided by the plan sponsors, from January 4, 2011 

to August 19, 2011, the majority of visitors reached E4C from referring websites. Most traffic 

came from users in the United States followed by India. 

During the second sponsor meeting, we learned the News section received the most page 

views. We also learned more about how E4C uses targeted marketing through conferences and 

meetings, ads in magazines, and ads on websites to attract domestic users. There is a local 

liaison in India, which accounts for a high volume of Indian users.   
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The sponsors are most interested in new visitors first viewing the Registration and About Us 

pages. After traffic increases and membership grows steadier, they want users directed to the 

Area of Interest, Workspaces, and Members pages to have opportunities to research and 

collaborate. 

The information gathered in the two meetings formed the basis of our two user personas as well 

as direction for our heuristic evaluation. 
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Persona and Heuristic Evaluation Summary 

Test Plan Overview 

This document describes the plan for usability testing to be performed on the E4C. In addition to 

the background information provided above, we will describe the: 

 Problem Statement and Test Objectives 

 User Profile 

 Methodology 

 Team Roles and Responsibilities 

 Test Schedules 

 Test Procedure 

 Project Deliverables 

 Project Timeline 

 Questionnaires and other materials used to direct and complete testing 
o Appendix A: Participant Screening 
o Appendix B: Pre-test Questionnaire 
o Appendix C: Video Consent Form 
o Appendix D:Moderator Script 
o Appendix E: Post-test Feedback mechanisms 
o Appendix F: Persona for this study 
o Appendix G: Task Flowchart 

All testing will be performed between November 1, 2011 and November 18, 2011. 
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Problem Statement and Test Objectives 

The purpose of the E4C usability test is to collect feedback about the site’s user experience and 

provide suggestions for improvements based on the goals outlined in the sponsor meetings. 

The E4C usability testing will assess user experience of the E4C website and suggest 

improvements for ease of navigation, research, and project collaboration. 

We will address the following goals and questions through usability testing:  

 How do users navigate the site?We will ask participants to give us their overall 
impression of the homepage including what they think they can do on the site. They will 
also be directed towards areas of the site related to research.   

 What collaboration tools are used? Are they successful? Participants will be asked 
to explore social media outlets and set up Workspaces. 

 How do members communicate with one another? This will also be addressed 
through each participant’s experience with the E4C social media outlets and experience 
on the Workspace. Initial reactions on what users can do on the site should also provide 
some insight.  

 How likely are users to become members of the site?What do they think about the 
registration process? Users will be asked to become members of the site and fill out 
profiles. We will ask their thoughts about the process and observe their engagement with 
the process.  

This list was created based on information gathered from the sponsors and findings from the 

heuristic evaluation conducted by the iUG team. 
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User Profile 

From our persona research, we selected a user profile of a typical undergraduate engineering 

student, which will provide a large pool of potential candidates at Southern Polytechnic. 

The characteristics of the undergraduate persona are (see Appendix F): 

 Engineering or engineering technology major 

 Likes to travel 

 Technically savvy 

 Uses social networking – Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn 

 Interested in working on collaborative projects, potentially with a humanitarian focus 

Participant Incentive 

IEEE has generously provided $25 Amazon gift cards as incentives for users participating in our 

study. Incentive cards will be distributed following collection of the Pre-test Questionnaire and 

signed Video Consent form. 
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Methodology 

This section describes the methodology for conducting usability testing on the E4C website, 

including:  

 Participant information 

 Equipment in the usability lab 

 Task and scenario overview 

 Test configuration 

Usability Testing Participants 

Prospective participants will be screened based on general criteria from the selected user 

persona. We are only recruiting undergraduate engineering or engineering technology students 

and are striving to have both male and female users represented. Qualified participants will 

complete a pre-test questionnaire on affiliations with engineering or humanitarian organizations 

and their interest in applying engineering skills to humanitarian efforts.  

The participants will complete one-hour sessions including test orientation, equipment 

calibration, pre-test questionnaire, user scenarios, and post-test questionnaire. Participants will 

take the test in the student usability lab at Southern Polytechnic.  

The iUG team will conduct six sessions with undergraduate engineering students, while 

recruiting a total of eight to allow for backup participants. These participants will come from all 

engineering and engineering technology departments at Southern Polytechnic State University. 

We will use a participant screener to select students matching our user profile (see Appendix A). 

The first participant will take part in a pilot test where we evaluate our testing process in addition 

to scenarios outlined above.  

Length of Sessions 

Each session will be one hour, with the following segments: 

 Welcome and pre-test: 5 minutes 

 Task scenarios: 50 minutes 

 Post-test questionnaire: 5 minutes 

Tasks & Scenarios 

The tasks created for each scenario result from a combination of our heuristic evaluation 

findings and feedback from project sponsor Kasmore Rhedrick.  

According to Kasmore, primary areas of concern are:  

 The site’s content  

 Collaboration methods 
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 Sense of community 

The heuristic evaluation considered each of these concerns along with typical goals and tasks 

for an engineering student user profile.  

 

We created five scenarios based on different parts of the website:  

1. E4C main page 
2. Research areas 
3. Registration 
4. Workspaces 
5. Social networking sites 

Within each scenario, participants will attempt tasks related to the highest areas of concern 

identified through heuristic evaluation and sponsor feedback.  

Lab and Testing Equipment 

The usability testing will be conducted in the two-room student lab at Southern Polytechnic 

State University, which consists of a participant room and a control room.A one-way mirror 

separates the rooms.  

Participant Room 

Participants will sit at a standard desktop computer workstation with internet access. The 

participant room contains the following computing and monitoring equipment: 

 20‖ Viewsonic VG2030WM Dell Monitor  

 Desktop Computer by Sun Microsystems 

 Digital desktop camera recording a backup to the computer 

 Three wall-mounted cameras for different views 

 Trackerpod camera 

 User phone 

 Computer OS is Windows XP Professional 

 Internet Explorer 8 

Control Room 

The test team will observe and record user sessions from the control room. Control room 

equipment consists of: 

 Logger Station computer and 20‖ monitor 

 Morae logging software to record sessions 

 DVD/HDD recorder with video selector 

 Two 20‖ preview screen monitors 

 Video Mixer Board 

 Remote Desktop Camera controller 

 Observer 1 TV – Video Editor 

 Observer 2 TV – Help Desk 

 Help Desk Phone 

 Audio Mixer 
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 Scanner/Photo Copier/Printer 

EyeGuide 

Grinbath’s EyeGuide is an eye-tracking device provided for iUG to use during testing. The 

EyeGuide is a lightweight, wireless device designed to fit around a user’s head. A technician on 

the team is responsible for ensuring that all equipment is working properly throughout the test.  

Conducting the Test 

Participants will be guided through each session by a moderator who will begin with an overview 

and briefing of the test environment. The moderator will then introduce each scenario.   

The moderator will sit with the participants for the initial scenarios to ensure user understanding 

and comfort level, and will return to the room between scenarios to explain the next steps. The 

moderator will let participants complete each task independently without direction, and will only 

prompt and probe with appropriate questions as needed.  

All of the participant’s actions will be recorded through Morae logging software and video. The 

participants are also encouraged to think aloud throughout the session. Each session is 

concluded with a post-test questionnaire and a standardized 10-question questionnaire known 

as the System Usability Scale (S.U.S.), which is conducted through Morae.  
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Team Roles and Responsibilities 

The iUG team designated the following roles for the usability testing team. 

Moderator 

The moderator is responsible for direct interaction with the participants during the usability 

testing sessions. The moderator will use a script to explain the testing process to each 

participant and answer any initial questions. Additionally, they will provide and collect the pre-

test questionnaire, video consent form, and post-test questionnaire.  

The moderator will prompt users when necessary and respond as needed to comments or 

concerns.  

John Weaver and Lydia Peavey will alternate as the moderator. Each will moderate three 

sessions.  

Help Desk Support 

A help desk line is available in case participants get stuck on a task or encounter technical 

difficulty.The help desk support person will provide the least amount of instruction to assist the 

participant and learn more about the problem from the user.  This person will also support the 

technician and moderator by ensuring equipment is functioning properly. 

John Weaver and Lydia Peavey will alternate as the Help Desk Support person.   

Logger 

The logger will use Morae to log observations during the testing. These observations will include 

direct quotes from participants, descriptions of their actions, comments from the team, and 

nonverbal observations such as sighs and body language. A logging system will be established 

to ensure consistency in observation coding. 

Carol Njama and Allison Smith will alternate as logger with each logging three sessions. 

Technician 

The technician’s primary responsibilities include:  

 Setting up and monitoring six cameras. 

 Setting up, calibrating, and recalibrating EyeGuide as needed. 

 Changing camera views of the participant/screen as needed. 

 Recording each session via DVD.  

 Checking proper functionality of the usability lab equipment before each session. 

Carol Njama and Allison Smith will alternate as the Technician. 
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Test Schedule 

Below is a tentative schedule for the usability testing sessions. These are subject to change 

based on participant availability and other external factors. The testing schedule is arranged so 

that:  

 There is enough time to prepare the test area.  

 We are able to accommodate enough participants.  

 The team will be able to discuss results after each day of testing. 

November 1, 2011 Tuesday 6:00-8:45pm (Pilot Test) 

Time Activities 

6:00 – 7:30 Team walks through procedures for initial test 

7:30 – 8:30 Pilot Test Participant 
8:30 – 8:45 Review participant data and conduct debrief 

November 11, 2011 Friday 12:00-3:30pm 

Time Activities 

12:00 – 12:45 Team arrives and prepares test area 

12:45 – 1:45 Test Participant 1 

1:45 – 2:00 Reset test area for next session 

2:00 – 3:00 Test Participant 2 
3:00 – 3:30 Review participant data and conduct debrief 

November 15, 2011 Tuesday 5:45-8:45pm 

Time Activities 

5:45 – 6:15 Team arrives and prepares test area 

6:15 – 7:15 Test Participant 3 

7:15 – 7:30 Reset test area for next session 

7:30 – 8:30 Test Participant 4 
8:30 – 8:45 Review participant data and conduct debrief 
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November 18, 2011 Friday 12:00-3:30pm 

Time Activities 

12:00 – 12:45 Team arrives and prepares test area 

12:45 – 1:45 Test Participant 5 

1:45 – 2:00 Reset test area for next session 

2:00 – 3:00 Test Participant (Backup) 
3:00 – 3:30 Review participant data and conduct debrief 
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Test Procedure 

The iUG team will begin the testing with an overview and briefing of the test environment, 

followed by an explanation of scenarios. Each session is concluded with post-test questionnaire 

and thanks for participation. 

Overview/Briefing (5 mins) 

The moderator will work from a script to welcome the participant, present and collect the signed 

video consent form, and administer the pre-test questionnaire. Next, the moderator will explain 

the procedures and describe the process and importance of thinking through their thoughts and 

actions out loud. 

Scenario 1: Overall Look and Feel (5 mins) 

You’ve been given a project by your engineering professor to research an area of interest on the 

Engineering for Change (E4C) website. Your professor says, ―We are going to be working with 

Engineering for Change this semester. Go learn about the organization and the types of 

research and projects you can get involved with through the website.‖ 

Take a moment to look at the homepage of the E4C website without clicking on anything. Once 

you familiarize yourself with the homepage, tell us your first impressions of the website. 

Consider these questions:  

 What do you think this site is about?  

 What do you think you can do here?  

 How would you get started? Click on the first link you would choose to get started, then 
stop and give us your impressions at this point. Is this what you expected to see? What 
would you want to do at this point? 

Scenario 2: Research Project (10 mins) 

You are focusing your project on water. Your professor wants you to find information on the use 

of water filtration systems in developing countries.  How would you go about getting this 

information? 

Scenario 3: Register (10 mins) 

Now that you are more familiar with the website, you decide that you want to become a member 

of E4C. Be sure not to use any passwords that you would normally use for other accounts.  

Below are some potential questions to ask the user:  

 What are your thoughts about the registration requirements?  

 What do you think you can do now that you are a registered user?  
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Scenario 4: Workspace (15 mins) 

You develop an idea for a water purification project and want to obtain input from other E4C 

members. Determine how you would go about this process. 

Once you decide how you’d like to share your project, use the following starter information: 

Focus: Water purification 

Location: Guatemala 

Description: Home water filters consisting of a porous clay pot placed in a five-gallon plastic 

bucket with a spigot. 

Include any additional information you think would be helpful or necessary to solicit feedback 

and participation from site members. 

Scenario 5: Social Networking (10 mins) 

Your professor requires you to collaborate on your water project and find additional information 

through Engineering for Change’s social networking sites. What sites would you visit first and 

how would you share information about your project with others? 

Below are potential questions to ask the participants: 

 What did you think about the type of information on each site?  

 How would you rate the usefulness of the information? 

Post-test (5 mins) 

The moderator will ask the participant to complete the post-test questionnaire (see Appendix E). 

Afterwards, the moderator will thank the participant and reiterate that information from the test 

will be used to make recommendations on how to continue to make improvements to the E4C 

website. 
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Project Deliverables 

The iUG team will provide the E4C sponsors with: 
 A final report highlighting the findings and recommendations. 

 An oral presentation of the team’s findings in Microsoft PowerPoint. 

 A 10-minute video highlights tape. 

Project Timeline 

This is the project timeline that the iUG team will follow: 

Date Day Activities 

10/18/2011 Tuesday 

Prepare for walkthrough 

Start recruiting process for 8 participants (including pilot 

participant and two backups) 

10/25/2011 Tuesday Conduct walkthrough 

11/01/2011 Tuesday Conduct pilot test 

11/11/2011 Friday Conduct first round of testing with two or three participants 

11/15/2011 Tuesday Conduct second round of testing with one or twoparticipants 

11/18/2011 Friday Conduct third round of testing with two or three participants 

12/06/2011 Tuesday 
Submit final report and PowerPoint presentation 

Conduct oral presentation 
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Appendix E: Task Flow Chart 

New User: 

MichaelAbout 

E4C Page 

 

Learn About 

E4C 

Area of Interest 

Water Project 

Register at 

E4CSchool 

Project/GroupProject 

Set up a Workspace for 

individual/group project for 

collaborating, invite friends, post 

ideas, and seekadvice on a project 

or job searchpost. 

Use social media 

Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin –

(connect withfriends and share 

water project info, job) search, 

collaborate onproject etc…) 

 

Scenario 1 – Red  Scenario 3 – Purple 

Scenario 2 - Dark Blue     
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Appendix F: Pre-Screen Questionnaire 

Engineering Website Usability Survey 

The SPSU Usability Testing class is currently recruiting participants for a website usability 
study. We are seeking current engineering and engineering technology students to take part in 
usability testing for a humanitarian engineering website. 
 
This survey should last no more than a few minutes. If you qualify for this study, we would like 
you to participate in a one-hour session at our facility. All participants who qualify and complete 
the study will receive a $25gift card as our thanks for their participation. 
 
Would you be interested in participating? 

Yes 

No 

Are you male or female? 

Male 

Female 

Are you currently an Engineering or Engineering Technology student? 

Yes 

No 

What is your current year in school? 

Freshman 

Sophomore 

Junior 

Senior 

Graduate 

Other (please specify) 

 
Are you aware of any humanitarian engineering websites or online communities? If yes, 
please list those you are familiar with. 

 

The study process involves videotaping the usability session. Are you willing to consent 
to videotaping? 
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Yes 

No 

The sessions are approximately 1 hour, and are currently scheduled for Tuesday 
evenings 11/1 and 11/15, and Friday afternoons 11/11 and 11/18. Would you be available 
for one or more of these times? 

Yes 

No 

Please provide your contact information - if you have qualified for the study, we will be in 
touch soon! 

Name  

Email  

Phone  

Contact 

preference 
 

Powered by SurveyMonkey 

Create your own free online survey now!  

  

http://www.surveymonkey.com/?ut_source=survey_poweredby&utm_medium=F37oRcKEVvCKau6J7amxIQ%3d%3d&utm_term=SurveyBasic&utm_campaign=X1gpODv%2frgHrvMtcei2sTw%3d%3d&utm_content=1
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Pilot – Caldine 
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U1 – Cody 
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U2 – Heather 
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U3 – Justin 
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U4 – Semaj 
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U5 – Audrey 
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Appendix G: Screening Questionnaire 

What is your major? Engineering or Engineering Technology? 

Civil Mechanical Electrical Industrial Software Other _______ 

Engineering Engineering Technology 

Are you a member of any student or professional organizations? 

Yes No 

If yes, which? (Look for examples from the following, list any others provided) 

Engineering – ASCE, ASME, GSPE, IEEE, IIE, ITE, NSBE, SHPE, SME, SWE 

Philanthropy – Service fraternity, Key Club, etc 

Diversity and inclusion – GSA, ISA, etc 

Have you been involved in any volunteer projects or humanitarian organizations? 

Yes No 

If yes, what type: domestic/international, area of interest 

Examples: Habitat for Humanity, local beautification/clean up, animal rescue, meal serving 

If international,where and why? 

Do you have any interest in developing regions? Which area(s) and why? 

How often do you travel? 

5+ times a year 3-4 times a year 1-2 times a year Less than once a year  

Why do you usually travel? 

Pleasure Family  Work 

Where do you usually travel? 

Domestic International 

Do you use any of the following social networking sites?  How often? What do you use them 

for?  

Facebook Once a day or more  Several times a week Once a week or less 
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Twitter  Once a day or more  Several times a week Once a week or less 

 

LinkedIn Once a day or more  Several times a week Once a week or less 

 

YouTube Once a day or more  Several times a week Once a week or less 

 

Other  Once a day or more  Several times a week Once a week or less 

 

Do you ever use online communities for school research, job seeking, networking, or other 

engineering-related information sharing tasks? 

Yes No  

 

Please explain.  

 (None of these questions are automatic disqualifiers. Preferred/ideal answers are bold where 

applicable. Assess qualities across all areas. For strong candidates, continue directly to 

scheduling if they are available. For all other candidates, thank them for their time and inform 

that you will review their information and contact to schedule if necessary.) 
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Pilot– Caldine 

What is your major? Engineering or Engineering Technology? (civil, mechanical, 

electrical, etc.) 

Civil Engineering Tech. 

Are you a member of any student or professional organizations? If yes, which? 

NSBE 

SWE 

ASCE 

ITE 

Have you been involved in any volunteer projects or humanitarian organizations? 

Volunteer at the Cobb County Animal Shelter 

If yes, what type: domestic/international, area of interest 

 

Animal rescue 

If international, where and why? 

N/A 

 

Do you have any interest in developing regions? Which area(s) and why? 

Haiti or the Virgin Islands, because both regions do not have the technology or the ability to get 

better technology to improve their way of living. 

How often do you travel? (5+ times a year, 3-4 times a year, 1-2 times a year, Less than 

once a year) 

2times a year 

Why do you usually travel? (Pleasure, Family, Work) 

Family and career fairs 

Where do you usually travel? (Domestic/International) 

Both 

 

Do you use any of the following social networking sites?  How often? What do you use 

them for? 

Facebook    Once a day or more         

 

Do you ever use online communities for school research, job seeking, networking, or 

other engineering-related information sharing tasks? 

Yes   
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U1 – Cody 

What is your major? Engineering or Engineering Technology? (civil, mechanical, 
electrical, etc.)  
Mechanical Engineering Technology 

Are you a member of any student or professional organizations? If yes, which? 
No 
 
Have you been involved in any volunteer projects or humanitarian organizations? 
Yes 

If yes, what type: domestic/international, area of interest 
Local Recycling Poll; Gave surveys to people at a local trash drop off in Gainesville asking if 
they recycle and what would make them more likely to recycle if they did not. 
 
If international, where and why? 
N/A 
 
Do you have any interest in developing regions? Which area(s) and why? 
I am interested in using engineering, with a concentration on alternative energy, to aid in 
developing regions. For my senior design project I am building a solar powered oven with a 
target audience of third world countries. 
 
How often do you travel? (5+ times a year, 3-4 times a year, 1-2 times a year, Less than 
once a year) 
1-2 times per year 
 
Why do you usually travel? (Pleasure, Family, Work) 
Pleasure 
 
Where do you usually travel? (Domestic/International) 
Domestic 
 
Do you use any of the following social networking sites?  How often? What do you use 
them for? 

Yes 
Facebook        Once a day or more                
Twitter          Once a week or less 
LinkedIn         Never 
YouTube         Several times a week 

Do you ever use online communities for school research, job seeking, networking, or 
other engineering-related information sharing tasks? 
Yes, I use online communities for school research and job seeking. Typically I use internet 
databases for research and I use multiple sources for job seeking. I use the school's career link, 
monster, craigslist, and a few others when searching for jobs. 
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U2 – Heather 

What is your major? Engineering or Engineering Technology? (civil, mechanical, 

electrical, etc.) 

Computer Engineering Technology and Mechanical Engineering Technology  

Are you a member of any student or professional organizations? If yes, which? 

Yes. I am a member of Alpha Xi Delta, Order of Omega, and Swim Club  

Have you been involved in any volunteer projects or humanitarian organizations? 

No  

Do you have any interest in developing regions? Which area(s) and why? 

No  

How often do you travel? (5+ times a year, 3-4 times a year, 1-2 times a year, Less than 

once a year) 

Less than once a year  

Why do you usually travel? (Pleasure, Family, Work) 

Pleasure  

Where do you usually travel? (Domestic/International) 

International  

Do you use any of the following social networking sites? How often? What do you use 

them for? 

Facebook Once a day or more  

Social Networking and keeping up with friends as well as up to date events.  

 

Do you ever use online communities for school research, job seeking, networking, or 

other engineering-related information sharing tasks? 

Yes. To gain more information about the jobs, or any information that I need. 
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U3 – Justin 

What is your major? Engineering or Engineering Technology? (civil, mechanical, 

electrical, etc.) 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY  

Are you a member of any student or professional organizations? If yes, which? 

NOT ACTIVELY  

Have you been involved in any volunteer projects or humanitarian organizations? 

If yes, what type: domestic/international, area of interest 

DOMESTIC 

VOLUNTEERED AT A HOMELESS SHELTER AND THRIFT STORE 

If international, where and why? 

DID A RESEARCH TRIP TO THE SUMMIT OF GREENLAND BUT IT WAS AINTERNSHIP. 

TAKING AIR SAMPLES 

Do you have any interest in developing regions? Which area(s) and why? 

NOT AT THIS TIME 

How often do you travel? (5+ times a year, 3-4 times a year, 1-2 times a year, Less than 

once a year) 

3-4 TIMES A YEAR, WEEKEND TRIPS 

Why do you usually travel? (Pleasure, Family, Work) 

PLEASURE 

Where do you usually travel? (Domestic/International) 

DOMESTIC, NEW YORK, COLORADO, ARIZONA, PITTSBURGH, NORTH GEORGIA/NC 

MOUNTAINS 

Do you use any of the following social networking sites?  How often? What do you use 

them for? 

Facebook        SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK  

YouTube         ONCE A DAY OR MORE        

Do you ever use online communities for school research, job seeking, networking, or 

other engineering-related information sharing tasks? 

YES, I AM A ACTIVE MEMBER ON SEVERAL FORUMS, THEY ARE HELPFUL IN 

EVERYTHING FROM PERSONAL TO WORK/SCHOOL RELATED INQUIRES 
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U4 – Semaj 

What is your major? Engineering or Engineering Technology? (civil, mechanical, 

electrical, etc.) 

I am a mechanical engineering technology major 

Are you a member of any student or professional organizations? If yes, which? 

I am a member of the National Society of Black Engineers 

Have you been involved in any volunteer projects or humanitarian organizations? 

I am planning to do a volunteering event at an elementary school in the area this upcoming 

Saturday morning 

Do you have any interest in developing regions? Which area(s) and why? 

I do have interest in developing regions; however, not any one specific area. I am open to 

learning about and helping out any area that I can 

How often do you travel? (5+ times a year, 3-4 times a year, 1-2 times a year, Less than 

once a year) Why do you usually travel? (Pleasure, Family, Work) 

I travel maybe 1 to 2 times a year, and has always been domestic, and is usually because of 

school or to visit family 

Where do you usually travel? (Domestic/International) 

I travel maybe 1 to 2 times a year, and has always been domestic, and is usually because of 

school or to visit family 

Do you use any of the following social networking sites?  How often? What do you use 

them for?  

I use Facebook once a day or more, and I use YouTube several times a week 

 

Do you ever use online communities for school research, job seeking, networking, or 

other engineering-related information sharing tasks? 

I have never used social networking sites such as Facebook for school related research; 

however, I have used YouTube videos to help me in understanding a process better, and also to 

present certain topics in class settings so that the entire class gets an understanding of what I 

may be presenting. 
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U5 – Audrey 

What is your major? Engineering or Engineering Technology? (civil, mechanical, 

electrical, etc.) 

My major is Civil Engineering Technology. 

Are you a member of any student or professional organizations? If yes, which? 

I am a part of the Society of Women Engineers(SWE), National Society of Black 

Engineers(NSBE), and American Society of Civil Engineers(ASCE) 

Have you been involved in any volunteer projects or humanitarian organizations? 

Not Recently 

How often do you travel? 

5+ times a year 

Why do you usually travel? 

Conference,Pleasure, and Family 

Where do you usually travel? 

Domestic 

Do you use any of the following social networking sites?  How often? What do you use 

them for? 

Facebook   Several times a day        

Communicate with Family and Network with people in similar organizations 

Twitter        Several times a week       

My way of finding help if I need it. Never know when someone has a good recommendation 

LinkedIn     Once a week or less       Still learning how to navigate. 

 

Do you ever use online communities for school research, job seeking, networking, or 

other engineering-related information sharing tasks? Please explain. 

I use orgsync,facebook, google+, SWE Communities. I used these communities and resources 

quite often being the president of SWE. I find that it is easier to communicate and keep track of 

members in this way.  Google+ has a feature that I am able to communicate with the rest of my 

exective board members face to face for meetings without having to travel to campus. SWE 

Communities keeps me in tact with surrounding regions. 
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Appendix H: Pre-Test Questionnaire 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us get a better understanding of potential users of 

the website we’ll be working with. 

Describe your motivations for choosing engineering or engineering technology as your field of 

study: 

 

Describe any volunteer projects you’ve participated in – type, region, focus: 

 

Describe any interest in philanthropic or humanitarian initiatives or associations: 

 

Describe any interest with or connections to regions outside the US: 

 

Describe any interest in humanitarian projects for developing regions: 

 

Do you have any experience in applying your engineering knowledge or interest to humanitarian 

activities? How? If not, can you think of ways you might want to do this? 

 

Please note that additional questions may be asked to better understand certain responses from 

the participant screener.   
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Pilot – Caldine 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us get a better understanding of potential users of 

the website we’ll be working with. 

Describe your motivations for choosing engineering or engineering technology as your 

field of study: 

To be better than my brother. He is also a civil engineering major.  

Describe any volunteer projects you’ve participated in – type, region, focus: 

I have volunteered with Cobb County Humane Society, also a local church in the Virgin Islands. 

I did secretarial work and updated some stuff that they needed to.  

Describe any interest in philanthropic or humanitarian initiatives or associations: 

With SWE we raise money for different organizations. We just did something with Susan Komen 

Breast Cancer awareness organization. With NSBE we do it to educate the public on why they 

need to send their kids to get education.  

Describe any interest with or connections to regions outside the US: 

I am from the Virgin Islands. I already know the terrain and who to go to.  

Describe any interest in humanitarian projects for developing regions: 

Helping the church get stuff together in the Virgin Islands 

Do you have any experience in applying your engineering knowledge or interest to 

humanitarian activities? How? If not, can you think of ways you might want to do this? 

I have been working with the Rubble House for Haiti.  

Please note that additional questions may be asked to better understand certain responses from 

the participant screener.   
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U1 – Cody 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us get a better understanding of potential users of 

the website we’ll be working with. 

Describe your motivations for choosing engineering or engineering technology as your 

field of study: 

I have always liked to design, build, and take apart things. Mechanical engineering was hand-in-

hand with that. I am pursuing a career in engineering design.  

Describe any volunteer projects you’ve participated in – type, region, focus: 

I was involved in a recycling initiative in Gainesville 

Describe any interest in philanthropic or humanitarian initiatives or associations: 

Nothing really.  

Describe any interest with or connections to regions outside the US: 

Europe, Australia 

Describe any interest in humanitarian projects for developing regions: 

Maybe not necessarily there, but I see alternative energy being a big influence on third world 

countries.  

Do you have any experience in applying your engineering knowledge or interest to 

humanitarian activities? How? If not, can you think of ways you might want to do this? 

Senior project on designing solar powered ovens. Alternative energy seems like the easiest and 

most beneficial way to benefit them.  

Please note that additional questions may be asked to better understand certain responses from 

the participant screener.   
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U2 – Heather 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us get a better understanding of potential users of 

the website we’ll be working with. 

Describe your motivations for choosing engineering or engineering technology as your 

field of study: 

I picked CET because I figured it would help me with my future of building computers. I picked 

MET up over the summer by taking Surveying Engineering Graphics class. I decided I wanted to 

get a focus in surveying graphics.  

Describe any volunteer projects you’ve participated in – type, region, focus: 

With Alpha Xi Delta we do philanthropy. We are involved with Autism Speaks by raising money 

and participating in the Autism Walks 

Describe any interest in philanthropic or humanitarian initiatives or associations: 

Alpha Xi Delta projects. 

Describe any interest with or connections to regions outside the US: 

None really.  

Describe any interest in humanitarian projects for developing regions: 

Not really 

Do you have any experience in applying your engineering knowledge or interest to 

humanitarian activities? How? If not, can you think of ways you might want to do this? 

Nothing really, I have watched work on the Rubble House.  

 

Please note that additional questions may be asked to better understand certain responses from 

the participant screener.   
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U3 – Justin 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us get a better understanding of potential users of 

the website we’ll be working with. 

Describe your motivations for choosing engineering or engineering technology as your 

field of study: 

I guess the core motivation would be my 8th grade science teacher Peter Wong told me I should 

be a mechanical engineer from doing projects there. I like doing stuff like that – welding and 

machining and building stuff and coming up with ideas for stuff.  

Describe any volunteer projects you’ve participated in – type, region, focus: 

Volunteer – I’ve worked at a homeless shelter, youth sports in high school.  

Describe any interest in philanthropic or humanitarian initiatives or associations: 

I did a research trip to Greenland with GA Tech. It was somewhat paid. I lived in Greenland for 

eight weeks. It was with Earth and Atmosphere Science department. We were taking air 

samples to measure composition.  

Describe any interest with or connections to regions outside the US: 

None.  

Describe any interest in humanitarian projects for developing regions: 

None.  

Do you have any experience in applying your engineering knowledge or interest to 

humanitarian activities? How? If not, can you think of ways you might want to do this? 

If I was working on a project and it came about to be something that could help a lot of people, I 

would progress with it and try to finish it and get it out to somebody that could mass produce. I 

would probably try to contact organizations that were in those countries and looking for 

something like that to give them the idea and let them use it, refine it, work with them.  
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U4 – Semaj 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us get a better understanding of potential users of 

the website we’ll be working with. 

Describe your motivations for choosing engineering or engineering technology as your 

field of study: 

It is hands on.  

Describe any volunteer projects you’ve participated in – type, region, focus: 

I would like to get involved in volunteer projects involving health and wellness.  

Describe any interest in philanthropic or humanitarian initiatives or associations: 

I am familiar with Engineers Without Borders 

Describe any interest with or connections to regions outside the US: 

None 

Describe any interest in humanitarian projects for developing regions: 

I would like working with young kids, tutoring and I also like to travel.  

Do you have any experience in applying your engineering knowledge or interest to 

humanitarian activities? How? If not, can you think of ways you might want to do this? 

I am looking for a list of opportunities 
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U5 – Audrey 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us get a better understanding of potential users of 

the website we’ll be working with 

Describe your motivations for choosing engineering or engineering technology as your 

field of study: 

I like to draw.  

Describe any volunteer projects you’ve participated in – type, region, focus: 

I participated in the Rubble House. I helped with the clean up and part of the design process.  

Describe any interest in philanthropic or humanitarian initiatives or associations: 

I have done community service work with NSBE. We also did outreach to younger children with 

SWE about STEM.  

Describe any interest with or connections to regions outside the US: 

None 

Describe any interest in humanitarian projects for developing regions: 

Yes, I like to travel and find out what’s going on.  

Do you have any experience in applying your engineering knowledge or interest to 

humanitarian activities? How? If not, can you think of ways you might want to do this? 

Working with the Rubble House and SWE aspire events with girl scouts. We organized cheap 

lower-budget projects like making things out of recycled goods.  
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Appendix I: Moderator Script 

Introduction 

Hello, my name is [John Weaver, Lydia Peavey] and I will be walking you through our testing 

today. I am reading from a script to ensure that all participants receive the same information. 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this Website evaluation. Today we are asking you to 

serve as an evaluator of this Website and to complete a set of scenarios. Our goal is to see how 

easy or difficult you find the site to use. We are going to use the information we receive from 

you today to help make recommendations on how to make this website easier to use.  

Videotaping Permission 

We will be recording you today. The recording includes an exact view of the screens you will 

see and actions you complete on the website, as well as your reactions to the site. We will use 

the footage from the session to review the test and may include some clips in a presentation to 

the project sponsors.  

By signing the video consent form, you give us permission to record your actions today [provide 

consent form, collect after signing – give participant gift card with thanks.] 

Team Introduction 

As test moderator, I’m here to describe the testing process and explain your role in the 

evaluation. During this session I will not be able to offer any suggestions or hints. There may be 

times, however, when I’ll ask you to explain why you said or did something.  

On the other side of this mirror are three other members of our usability team and possibly our 

advisor. They are recording and observing the session and your comments and reactions to 

gain insight from your experience. If you would like, the team would like the opportunity to meet 

you after the session and thank you for your participation today.  

Introduction to the Room 

Before we begin, I would like to give you a quick tour of the room. There are several cameras 

pointed throughout the room [point to cameras]. We are mainly going to be looking at the screen 

that you are using.  

There is a microphone here to record your voice [point to microphone].  

If for any reason you get stuck and feel like you need help, you can pick up this phone to call 

our helpdesk member, who is located on the next room. [Demonstrate/test how to do this]. 
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EyeGuide Eye Tracking 

We will be using an eye tracking system to track where you are looking at on the screen. There 

is a headband with a camera attached that you will need to wear throughout the session [show 

the eye tracking device].  

We will need to calibrate the device initially. It is possible that we will need to recalibrate at 

some point. This will be done by our technician in between tasks.  

Introduction to Test 

Today we will be taking a look at a website called Engineering for Change. We want to 

emphasize that we are observing how easy or difficult the website is for you to use. There are 

no wrong answers and our goal is to provide feedback to the sponsor on how to improve the 

design of the site based on what works for you and what doesn’t  

As we go through the session, we would like you to think aloud. Speak your reactions to 

different parts of the site out loud. For example, ―I like this because…,‖ ―This was difficult for me 

to do because…,‖ ―I expected what I was looking for to be over here…‖ This will help us 

understand what you are thinking.  

This may feel unnatural; that is common and expected. We will do everything we can to make 

the process comfortable. We may ask you to clarify or elaborate on statements that you make. 

[Begin calibrating EyeGuide device] 

Introduction to Scenarios 

We have several different scenarios that we would like you to work through today. I will sit with 

you for the first few. We are interested in your reactions to the site – how easy or difficult it is for 

you. Please remember to think aloud – again it may seem awkward at first, but you will get the 

hang of it quickly. 

I am going to sit with you for the first few scenarios and then let you work on your own. Once 

you are done with each scenario, let me know and I will give you the next one to work on. We 

may have a few quick questions for you after each scenario.  

Review 

Here are a few reminders about your participation: 

 This is not a test of you; you’re testing the site, so don’t worry about making mistakes.  
There is no right or wrong answer. We really just want to know if we designed the site 
well for you. 

 Think out loud through your actions and impressions as you go though the scenarios. 
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 If you ever feel that you are lost or cannot complete a scenario with the information that 
you have been given, please let me know. If I’m not in the room with you at the time, just 
pick up the phone. I’ll ask you what you might do in a real-world setting and then either 
put you on the right track or move you on to the next scenario. 

 We will be video recording this session for further study if needed. Only your first name 
may be associated or reported with data or findings from this evaluation, and clips may 
be used in the client presentation 

Do you have any questions before we begin? 
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Appendix J: Morae Logs 

Pilot – Caldine 

Time Marker Type Task Note 

00:15.0 S-Start task 
Task 1-Overall Look 
and Feel 

some employers don't want you to put info out there without their consent, privacy issues 
with phone, email, Twitter, Skype, etc 

05:55.0 O-Observation   still in script, participant doesn't appear to have prior knowledge of E4C (no reaction) 

07:09.8 O-Observation   
some employers don't want you to put info out there without their consent, privacy issues 
with phone, email, Twitter, Skype, etc 

08:23.0 O-Observation   wondering about solutions library, thinks it's "awesome" 

09:02.2 O-Observation   very wordy 

09:48.0 O-Observation   likes water portion, civil engineering 

10:09.8 O-Observation   look into water section first 

10:24.0 O-Observation   clicks water link first 

10:32.2 O-Observation   impression: (thinking a lot) noticed mentioning "SPSU UX" 

11:10.0 O-Observation   liked how it talks about the US 

11:20.4 O-Observation   look at something that's already been published - she likes that option 

11:42.6 O-Observation   electrical, agricultural aspects 

11:55.0 O-Observation   likes the possibility of "getting a job" because of associations with civil 

12:26.4 O-Observation   Who wouldn't wanna want help the child? 

12:39.4 O-Observation   students actually trying to learn, encourage students to help and learn, she likes this a lot 

13:09.2 O-Observation   "pops up very wordy" 

13:16.2 O-Observation   script box came up again for Internet Explorer, clicked ok 

13:37.8 E-End task 
Task 1-Overall Look 
and Feel 

some employers don't want you to put info out there without their consent, privacy issues 
with phone, email, Twitter, Skype, etc 

13:53.6 S-Start task 
Task 2-Research 
Project 

(signing video consent form) 
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14:17.8 O-Observation   moderator reads script for task 

14:33.5 O-Observation   go to library first, clicked link to "learn more" 

14:52.4 O-Observation   supply projects, notices 

15:02.4 O-Observation   positive response that she was happy with what she found, nodded in approvement 

15:33.0 O-Observation   info is easy to find to her 

16:02.6 O-Observation   
she knows she's looking for "water purification", she was able to find information quickly, 
easily 

16:30.8 O-Observation   search bar, she noticed and used "water filtrations systems" 

16:54.8 O-Observation   liked the search bar function and seemed to like what she found 

17:09.0 O-Observation   how I see it is past experience, the past prepares you for the future 

17:27.6 O-Observation   seeing what was used or done in the past is a good thing 

17:40.6 O-Observation   back to homepage 

18:10.2 O-Observation   got back easily using "back button 

18:20.4 E-End task 
Task 2-Research 
Project 

(signing video consent form) 

18:20.4 S-Start task Task 3-Register script comes up again for Internet Explorer 

18:31.4 O-Observation   registration process, she finds "register" button at the top easily 

19:06.2 O-Observation   starts filling out information (using fake information) 

19:25.2 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  that's weird when got the prompt for the password requirements 

19:40.8 O-Observation   got the password after a couple of tries 

20:09.0 O-Observation   failure of password attempt 

20:45.8 O-Observation   filling out password again 

20:54.6 O-Observation   got registration this time 

21:19.6 O-Observation   looking through profile page 

21:33.6 
H-User needs 
help 

  calling the help desk 

21:43.0 
H-User needs 
help 

  having some issues calling help desk 

21:54.4 
H-User needs 
help 

  moderator comes in to help and demo phone 

22:13.8 
H-User needs 
help 

  do I actually have to fill this out? 

23:01.0 
H-User needs 
help 

  moderator says "yes" and says she doesn't' have to use personal info 
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23:42.8 O-Observation   user starts filling out profile, starts with ABOUT ME 

24:11.0 O-Observation   
I am a CIVIL Engineering Professional concentrating in the Water industry. Providing 
clean filtered water to communities that do not have to clean water right now. 

25:11.8 O-Observation   she is answering the questions right below the "about me" 

25:26.0 O-Observation   SWE assuming it means "society of women engineering" not really sure 

26:22.4 O-Observation   why do you need to know my employer? 

26:38.2 O-Observation   doesn't wanna enter her phone 

28:16.4 O-Observation   left "hide email address checked" 

28:24.8 O-Observation   doesn't know location 

28:35.2 O-Observation   my current location? - looking at map 

28:39.4 O-Observation   clicked Save Settings 

28:49.8 O-Observation   Whoa! Now what? 

29:27.4 O-Observation   script comes up again for ie 

29:27.4 O-Observation   
some employers don't want you to put info out there without their consent, privacy issues 
with phone, email, Twitter, Skype etc. 

30:24.8 O-Observation   asked about map again, current location? doesn't know what that means 

30:42.4 O-Observation   
password - would have been fine if she used a real one, but had trouble making one up on 
the spot 

31:04.6 O-Observation   username - relatively easy 

31:14.2 O-Observation   when is the next time they'll be in a area that she's interested in, like Honduras 

31:44.0 O-Observation   how I can help 

31:55.0 E-End task Task 3-Register 
some employers don't want you to put info out there without their consent, privacy issues 
with phone, email, Twitter, Skype, etc  

31:55.0 S-Start task Task 4-Workspace no questions asked 

33:18.6 O-Observation   clicked "back" to get back 

33:27.2 O-Observation   clicked on Workspace 

33:40.6 O-Observation   couldn't find how to start a Workspace at first, had a little trouble 

34:05.8 O-Observation   new materials request clicked 

34:19.0 O-Observation   ended up at the Bulletin Board 

34:41.4 O-Observation   Create a New Request for Materials - filled out information for water filtration 

35:01.2 O-Observation   filling out "Workspace info" given into the "summary field" for the Bulletin Board 

36:20.6 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  "I would probably try to find a link for a video or a picture for the actual thing." 
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36:33.4 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  and a demonstration of how it would actually work as well 

36:43.6 O-Observation   clicked on "Create Request" 

37:11.2 E-End task Task 4-Workspace no questions asked 

37:26.8 S-Start task 
Task 5-Social 
Networking 

  

37:43.4 O-Observation   she clicks "back" 

38:13.2 O-Observation   keeps clicking "back" 

38:28.2 O-Observation   clicked on Facebook link to see 

38:44.1 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  read to see what is coming up so far 

38:57.8 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  I can go on Twitter to see what they're doing 

39:07.8 O-Observation   Check Facebook first 

39:13.8 O-Observation   Facebook - share information, sign in, login to page, (clicked link again at the bottom) 

39:33.2 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  I would actually post something - Facebook 

39:46.2 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  That's awesome 

39:50.2 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  
See what others can respond back b/c everyone has a Facebook & Twitter b/c everyone 
uses Twitter 

40:12.8 O-Observation   
I would actually video tape what our project is and put it up on their site to see what 
feedback we get 

40:47.8 O-Observation   get professional opinions - LinkedIn 

41:02.0 O-Observation   clicked on LinkedIn 

41:16.2 O-Observation   
actually test by making the project and video taping and showing it to other people to get 
feedback 

41:53.4 O-Observation   
Facebook - probably, "liking a group", not too big on ppl finding her on Facebook - uses an 
alias 

42:24.4 O-Observation   to post something  - use my professional Facebook to get feedback 

42:37.8 O-Observation   YouTube - put up a video to get feedback 

42:57.6 O-Observation   
Facebook - competition "real cool just looking at it" - she enjoyed the information "that's 
real cool" 

43:27.6 O-Observation   They've got a lot of info, posting a lot of stuff 
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43:40.6 O-Observation   updates on phone would be constant - she doesn't like that 

43:55.8 O-Observation   Facebook - a lot of info on it, how we can help 

44:17.4 O-Observation   clicked on "Twitter" link 

44:33.6 O-Observation   reading the first tweet - "it doesn't concern me" 

44:58.0 O-Observation   YouTube - clicked link 

45:06.6 O-Observation   
YouTube - "seems like if they have a lot of videos up, other people are doing the same 
thing we're doing when it comes to the project. it's a good way to put it out there and get 
feedback." 

45:36.2 
X-Error, 
Unexpected 
action 

  
LinkedIn - can't access it - "Sorry, the groups service is currently unavailable. Please try 
again shortly." 

46:03.6 O-Observation   Post task survey - filling out questions from SUS Morae 

48:01.0 
Q-Quote, User 
comment 

  I really like the learning center 

48:44.2 O-Observation   Note to iUG team - Change post-test questions to allow for quantitative data 

53:12.2 O-Observation   she deleted her account on her own without prompt 

53:27.6 E-End task 
Task 5-Social 
Networking 
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U1 – Cody 

Time 
Marker 
Type 

Task Note 

00:05.4 S-Start task 
Task 1-Overall 
Look and Feel 

Introduction 

01:10.4 
O-
Observation 

  Video consent and briefing on the study and tour of the room and eye tracking  

01:49.0 
O-
Observation 

  Eyeguide calibration 

08:15.7 
O-
Observation 

  

First impression - looks environmentally motivated. appears to be updated and 
current - humanitarian efforts maps bring people together all over the world - 
areas of interest - 1st place to go - click the links at the top of pg - clicked on 
energy 

11:07.6 
O-
Observation 

  
initial project - case studies qualifications - energy - yes essentially - right side 
case study - research and publications - interact with the site - articles reading 

12:15.6 E-End task 
Task 1-Overall 
Look and Feel 

Introduction 

12:21.8 S-Start task 
Task 2-
Research 
Project 

click on water - filtration - water born disease - "I am on the right place" - looks 
at case studies and news on water - water.org could have good info - search 
bar - make sure they have info looking for 

13:54.3 E-End task 
Task 2-
Research 
Project 

click on water - filtration - water born disease - "I am on the right place" - look at 
case studies and news on water - water.org could have good info - search bar - 
make sure they have information looking for 

14:06.1 S-Start task Task 3-Register 

registering - password - did not have a problem - Georgia - changed to usa - 
best to specify your country and location - password problem - did not enter the 
number first back to en- little confusing still struggling with the password - try 
one more time  

16:44.2 
O-
Observation 

  still having problem with the passwd - ok 

17:33.8 
O-
Observation 

  
entering all the info - filling out - information most social ntwking sites - scale 
password - pretty easy - password - 4 on the scale. straightforward if you have 
facebk 
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18:39.8 E-End task Task 3-Register 

registering  - password - did not have a problem - Georgia  - changed to usa - 
best to specify your country and location  - password problem - did not enter the 
number first back to en- little confusing still struggling with the password - try 
one more time  

18:43.2 S-Start task 
Task 4-
Workspace 

back to members - share it - water purification - input from other E4C members 
- clicked on Bulletin Board - materials and new material and requests - back out 
- forum or something of the sort and clicked Workspaces  - wkspace to see 
what that is  

20:57.8 
O-
Observation 

  
sups- ux - back to the Bulletin Board - difficult to find where to post a forum - 
post my idea and pple to respond to it - search - typed forum to see where to 
find info - faq's how to use E4C  

22:34.4 
O-
Observation 

  
looking - scrolling - helpful information in the Workspaces - Workspace tutorial  - 
looking at information - create wok space - clicked on create Workspace typed 
in water purification - creating water purification in would countries  

24:46.4 
O-
Observation 

  
 selected US - straightforward - fairly - water treatment post - Guatemala - 
implemented - hit post and it went through -  - confirming that its set up correctly  

26:18.2 
O-
Observation 

  

 participant questions - forum - subcategories was looking for them to review - 
new layout - Bulletin Board - different work forum - next best option was the 
Workspace - reviewed the letter - scale  - 3 - easy to fill it up - different -
understanding of wks 

27:49.8 E-End task 
Task 4-
Workspace 

back to members - share it - water purification - input from other E4C members 
- clicked on Bulletin Board - materials and new material and requests - back out 
- forum or something of the sort and clicked Workspaces  - Workspace to see 
what that is  

27:54.6 S-Start task 
Task 5-Social 
Networking 

collaboration and sharing 

28:07.4 
O-
Observation 

  

 discussing with them - designed, picture, link to the page - looking for 
collaboration - communication with other members working towards the same 
stuff - articles, current news - different types - primary audience - engineers and 
missionaries, visiting  

30:09.6 
O-
Observation 

  
3rd world countries - green company that designs and modifies things to 
accomplish - thro ideas and issues in countries - would be a good starting point  

31:02.4 E-End task 
Task 5-Social 
Networking 

collaboration and sharing 
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31:17.4 
O-
Observation 

  survey 

31:32.4 
O-
Observation 

  few things that was unfamiliar 

31:49.8 
O-
Observation 

  
unfamiliar terms - ask questions page - which one to click - 5-  10 mins ppl can 
figure it out - few things to learn such as Workspaces  

33:40.8 
O-
Observation 

  end of survey 

35:33.0 E-End task 
Task 5-Social 
Networking 

collaboration and sharing 
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U2 – Heather 

Time 
Marker 
Type 

Task Note 

00:08.0 S-Start task 
Task 1-
Overall Look 
and Feel 

pre-test and video consent  - moderator script - eye tracking  

05:44.4 O-Observation   

first impression - homepage - its a community that wants to make a change to 
the world - picture - improve the environment - what type of things - participate in 
water e - health, sanitation  - diff types of things top bar and find out more - click 
find out m 

09:22.6 O-Observation   yes - this is what she expected to find  

09:34.8 O-Observation   logo to go back home  

09:54.4 E-End task 
Task 1-
Overall Look 
and Feel 

pre-test and video consent  - moderator script - eye tracking  

09:59.2 S-Start task 
Task 2-
Research 
Project 

yes  - water - search engine - water filtration sys - looking at the pic links - 
looking around search bar - water filtration systems  

11:35.4 O-Observation   
looking at the diagram o -did not have specific information - search engine 
helpful - search engine is 2nd option -  

12:36.2 E-End task 
Task 2-
Research 
Project 

yes  - water - search engine - water filtration sys - looking at the pic links - 
looking around search bar - water filtration systems  

12:43.8 S-Start task 
Task 1-
Overall Look 
and Feel 

pre-test and video consent  - moderator script - eye tracking  

13:21.2 E-End task 
Task 1-
Overall Look 
and Feel 

pre-test and video consent  - moderator script - eye tracking  

13:21.2 S-Start task 
Task 3-
Register 

register  
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13:32.6 O-Observation   
sign in or register - register button - fill out info -  username - password - location 
- Marietta ga - recaptcha - terms of use - reading  the whole thing - after reading 
- refill my info - does not have a button that takes me back to registering 

20:49.2 O-Observation   
putting all my info again - password - Marietta location - redid the recaptcha - 
refreshed - - agreed  - password issue typing  - error - - struggling with the 
password - reviewing - password gone through -  

24:11.2 O-Observation   
question - map no purpose - terms of use - didn't bother her - pretty normal for 
her - password - same password - diff characters and caps - don't know what to 
do with the website at this point  

25:25.2 O-Observation   registration - think it was pretty easy - special characters problem but easy  

25:50.0 E-End task 
Task 3-
Register 

register  

25:54.0 S-Start task 
Task 4-
Workspace 

Workspace  

26:01.6 O-Observation   
first do is look and see if there is a forum - talk to other members about what 
they would think - water purification process - ,looking for clicked on -info 
systems and clicked at E4C resources  

28:37.4 O-Observation   

found the members page - Bulletin Board - what I want to do - looking for 
something  - expertise new expertise request clicked on it  - filling out the 
information typing in everything on the paper - clicked on create request - said 
she is done  

31:17.4 O-Observation   

forum - Bulletin Board -used to seeing forums on the main page usually - E4C 
resources is fine - Bulletin Board worked  input from other members - 
Workspaces - what type of information - something pertaining to what you would 
do in specific areas like water purification  

33:11.2 O-Observation   
solution library - help place - what would you call it - online directory if you cant 
find it in the main page 

33:45.6 E-End task 
Task 4-
Workspace 

Workspace  

33:49.2 S-Start task 
Task 5-
Social 
Networking 

social network 
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34:06.2 O-Observation   

so ... first check out E4C resources and see what other networking sites before 
using Google or bing for instance - solutions library - looking around - info that 
might help her out - water purification - look into - articles are towards different 
organizations 

37:21.6 O-Observation   

clicked on gravity fed drinking water - article - - click - article - project that I would 
be working on - copy the html and Bulletin Board and let others know that I 
found the website that it can help with my website - - went to b/board - she 
pasted the  

41:39.4 O-Observation   
link to the article and inviting friends to see it - submit reply - more sources and 
she would go back to the Bulletin Board and solution library -  

42:38.8 O-Observation   

questions - someone that was not a member - family - Facebook and share it - 
did not click on the Facebook  - social networking links  - no - active member she 
would use one of the links would click on it and Facebook most likely - least 
YouTube  

44:29.0 E-End task 
Task 5-
Social 
Networking 

social network 

44:43.6 O-Observation   survey - filling out the questions easily -- difficulty registering  

47:19.4 O-Observation     

48:43.6 E-End task 
Task 5-
Social 
Networking 

social network 
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U3 – Justin 

Time 
Marker 
Type Task Note 

0:00:10.79 S-Start task 
Task 1-Overall Look and 
Feel   

0:05:47.81 
O-
Observation   sign in or register 

0:05:57.85 
O-
Observation   

noticed it first at the top, "what is it for? Forums?" (sign in and 
register buttons) 

0:06:14.40 
O-
Observation   E4C members, looking at the map 

0:06:25.43 Q-Quote   some kind of organizational website 

0:06:55.14 
O-
Observation   

sign in and chat on forums somewhere probably, post ideas or 
something like that 

0:07:11.81 
O-
Observation   

primary audience - "probably I would say engineers, uh, maybe 
like humanitarian" 

0:07:33.28 
O-
Observation   

how would you get started? "I would start clicking on the links at 
the top, probably start with energy first, then structures, then 
water" 

0:08:15.67 
O-
Observation   

first click - energy - expected? "the layout, is just not very 
flowing for me" 

0:09:17.45 Q-Quote   
it all looks like everything is given equal importance on here, 
there is just too much, I don't know what to do from here 

0:09:37.79 Q-Quote   I guess I can kinda see, expecting some imagery 

0:09:59.20 
O-
Observation   back to home now 

0:10:07.45 E-End task 
Task 1-Overall Look and 
Feel   

0:10:26.81 S-Start task Task 2-Research Project   

0:11:26.21 
O-
Observation   expected to find? clicked on scrolling links, pictures 
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0:12:12.65 Q-Quote   
kinda expected something that sticks out, this is obviously water 
filtration 

0:12:34.48 
O-
Observation   Sanitation? clicked on link in toolbar 

0:13:01.81 
O-
Observation   looks at the photos scrolling 

0:13:10.20 Q-Quote   
don't see anything down here that relates, there is nothing that 
sticks out 

0:13:47.81 
O-
Observation   search function, he would normally use 

0:14:10.20 E-End task Task 2-Research Project   

0:14:21.40 S-Start task Task 3-Register   

0:14:56.00 
O-
Observation   register at the top, clicked link 

0:15:26.81 Q-Quote   

one thing that catches me here is that the last name is required. 
There is nothing on here that has anything that says your 
information is protected. 

0:16:01.42 
O-
Observation   he would hesitate to register 

0:16:18.01 
O-
Observation   noticed all the password requirements, trying to meet them 

0:16:54.79 
O-
Observation   typed it a couple of times to meet requirements 

0:17:11.21 
O-
Observation   location, not sure if it wants the zip code, or city/state 

0:17:24.81 
O-
Observation   Clicked on Terms of Use 

0:17:59.21 
O-
Observation   

He would not normally click on Terms of Use unless it asks for 
first/last name 

0:18:38.03 
O-
Observation   Terms of Use - still reading 

0:19:49.60 
O-
Observation   

doesn't bother him too much reading through it at the password 
and security portion 

0:20:14.00 Q-Quote   expected? "layout is a little bit different than I'm used to" 
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0:20:33.20 Q-Quote   

expected? "yeah, usually when I'm looking at something 10 pgs 
long, I look at the most important parts first, rules, privacy, 
disclaimer, liabilities and stuff like that" 

0:21:10.84 
O-
Observation   he clicked "back" button to go back 

0:21:19.20 
O-
Observation   filling out the password again 

0:21:34.20 
O-
Observation   

second attempt at password - read through requirements. 
SIGH. 

0:21:48.00 
O-
Observation   Got password. Looking through profile. 

0:22:17.68 Q-Quote   

Process? "I hate passwords that you have to... at work we do 
pretty secure passwords, 8 characters, usually only need 3/4 
but needs 4/4 for this. Are you kidding me?" 

0:22:57.40 
O-
Observation   

he would probably just forget it because it's complicated and he 
wouldn't use it everyday 

0:23:21.81 Q-Quote   still kinda questioning whether my name will be visible or not 

0:23:39.40 
O-
Observation   

reluctant to put information under Background, like employer, 
education, etc. 

0:24:29.60 
O-
Observation   he likes the Hide email address from others 

0:24:38.20 
O-
Observation   he wouldn't put phone numbers 

0:24:48.01 
O-
Observation   he doesn't have any websites like LinkedIn or Twitter 

0:25:00.59 
O-
Observation   he likes that the map is there again to confirm location 

0:25:15.21 
O-
Observation   "straightforward" except for the password that tripped him up 

0:25:27.59 E-End task Task 3-Register   

0:25:29.39 S-Start task Task 4-Workspace   

0:26:47.81 
O-
Observation   clicked Workspace, looking through it 

0:26:53.40 Q-Quote   
I guess I went to the right place, a place to share your projects 
and brainstorm new ideas 
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0:27:11.40 
O-
Observation   

"There's already one on here," noticed the Water Purification 
system Workspace 

0:28:02.79 
O-
Observation   Clicked on create new Workspace 

0:28:25.81 
O-
Observation   Filling out information, title, Water Purification For Guatemala 

0:29:12.81 
O-
Observation   SIGH. 

0:30:49.00 Q-Quote   Um, this is good. Workspace made sense to me. 

0:31:53.39 Q-Quote   
"That is kinda like a, I don't know, I can't…" -- stuck on the 
deadline for the Workspace 

0:32:37.40 Q-Quote   that's a little bit confusing 

0:33:03.79 Q-Quote   
select a country -- "the one that you're in? the one the project is 
in? my first choice would be the US" 

0:33:29.60 
O-
Observation   SIGH. at funding support 

0:33:57.79 
O-
Observation   

clicked Post this Challenge, now going to check to make sure 
that it is posted. 

0:34:15.00 
O-
Observation   Wondering if he can edit it now after posting 

0:34:30.00 
O-
Observation   

Thinking it was a basic, under the title, now expected to be able 
to post in a larger box on what the project is, or post/design 
pictures 

0:34:54.40 Q-Quote   

seemed like it just wanted a brief title/description of the project, 
didn't wanna type a lot at first because you can't proofread it 
very well 

0:35:23.40 Q-Quote   

expected? "It wasn't difficult. SIGH. usually when I post stuff, 
you have to post it in a certain section, which it did at the 
bottom, so I got that. It seemed like it was... seemed like too 
much, location, what does that have to do with the idea?" 

0:36:20.20 
O-
Observation   

what prompted to hit Workspace? UM, probably I looked when I 
saw the post on the page and it said basically it seemed like... 
maybe b/c it was in yellow, I don't know 

0:37:03.79 Q-Quote   
seemed like it was, uh, each one of those was a Workspace, so 
it seemed like the best option 
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0:37:20.79 Q-Quote   

compared to sharing on other sites? "for an idea of something 
like this, the wording was a little bit different, the most that I can 
think of 'post new idea/post new question/post new question in 
a Workspace'" 

0:38:02.40 Q-Quote   
I still don't know what this site is, it is a forum? can people 
contribute to your original post? 

0:38:21.20 E-End task Task 4-Workspace   

0:38:31.40 S-Start task Task 5-Social Networking   

0:38:54.81 Q-Quote   

when asked about how he would share his project -- "what I 
would do is sign out or copy link to Workspace, and then put link 
in a browser to see if I can access it without being a member." 

0:39:21.20 Q-Quote   

if I can, I would post link in a forum or some place where others 
can get to link. Forum. If I couldn't, then I would have to copy it 
and put it in an email and send it to people or post it somewhere 
else. Basically copy and paste or retype it elsewhere. 

0:40:20.20 
O-
Observation   

Pre-test given now. "I like doing stuff like building stuff and 
coming up with ideas for stuff." 

0:41:17.20 
O-
Observation   lived in Greenland for 8 weeks, science dept. 

0:42:02.60 Q-Quote   

if I was working on a project or something and it came about to 
be something that could help a lot of people, then yeah, I would 
obviously try to finish it and ... I would probably contact other 
organizations in those countries 

0:43:35.59 
O-
Observation   suggested to change the colors of the site 

0:43:35.59 E-End task Task 5-Social Networking filling out post-test now. 
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U4 – Semaj 

Time 
Marker 
Type 

Task Note 

00:19.0 S-Start task 
Task 1-
Overall Look 
and Feel 

clicked on health first 

00:35.4 
O-
Observation 

  
initial reactions - "I like the fact that there are different pictures showing different 
aspects" 

01:09.4 Q-Quote   "I think visual aids are some of the best things to help others grasp what's going on" 

01:28.0 Q-Quote   
learn about the different areas of interest that E4C is working towards, if you wanna 
see how they're using water, click on tab and see 

01:52.8 Q-Quote   if you were interested in helping out, you could go there and find out how to help 

02:13.2 Q-Quote   
E4C news, you get to see everything that is going on with E4C, this would allow 
someone who was really interested to see "ok what kind of work do they do?" 

02:42.8 Q-Quote   he likes the map 

02:45.4 
O-
Observation 

  primary audience? probably made for sciences and engineering, research 

03:09.4 S-Start task 
Task 2-
Research 
Project 

clicked on health first 

03:50.0 
O-
Observation 

  
scrolling around a little, looking at health link, "I know that picture that came prior to 
this one, I guess from my personal pov I disagree with it," after a 2nd look, he feels 
better that it's not a syringe/shot 

04:42.9 
O-
Observation 

  
expected? was expecting to see issues and problems, solutions plan, have to start 
from somewhere 

05:41.2 
O-
Observation 

  taking off eye guide 

06:41.1 
O-
Observation 

  water purification link, noticed, clicked it, clicked on and taken to Workspace 

07:18.4 
O-
Observation 

  
easy to find article that talked about it, but not looking at it, maybe the website isn't 
done? (looking at Workspace actually) 

07:53.6 O-   search bar? look for words or articles first, search bar = secondary choice 
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Observation 

08:47.6 E-End task 
Task 2-
Research 
Project 

taking off eye guide 

08:53.2 S-Start task 
Task 3-
Register 

  

10:17.6 
O-
Observation 

  clicked Back to go back to the homepage 

10:21.4 
O-
Observation 

  Clicked Register 

10:40.8 
O-
Observation 

  filling out profile now, username entered email 

11:29.6 
O-
Observation 

  filled out password quickly, looking at map now, entered Georgia 

12:05.6 
O-
Observation 

  messed up password, trying again 

12:26.4 
O-
Observation 

  messed up password again 

13:56.6 
O-
Observation 

  successfully registered now, filling out profile 

14:17.4 
O-
Observation 

  did not look at Terms of Use 

14:22.6 
O-
Observation 

  filling out majority of information on profile page 

15:27.2 Q-Quote   password thing was giving me trouble 

15:47.8 
O-
Observation 

  What to put? in the about me part. Gotta keep it in the context of what you're doing. 

16:53.4 
O-
Observation 

  

expect to be able to do after register? able to connect w/ other orgs and join 
humanitarian efforts and accompany this website. Possibly contact professionals. See 
that you could put stuff about Facebook and Twitter, login to social networks and find 
info... 

17:52.0 
O-
Observation 

  about this website (cont) 

18:01.8 
O-
Observation 

  pretty good -- register process. 

18:18.4 E-End task 
Task 3-
Register 
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18:21.2 S-Start task 
Task 4-
Workspace 

  

19:21.0 
O-
Observation 

  
filling out some of the info and registering, I would have a notification about other 
members that might be online or something 

19:42.2 
O-
Observation 

  Back to All Members link - clicked 

19:55.8 
O-
Observation 

  clicked on another member profile, Back to All Members 

20:16.4 
O-
Observation 

  email information on here would be helpful -- looking through profiles 

20:35.2 
O-
Observation 

  click Learning Center - How to Use E4C 

20:54.8 
O-
Observation 

  
trying to find another way to contact other members, noticed email for admin, said that 
might be helpful 

21:28.8 
O-
Observation 

  
expect? Place to go to collaborate and share ideas, get feedback, figured this would 
be the place to start 

21:51.6 
O-
Observation 

  Clicked Bulletin Board 

22:09.0 
O-
Observation 

  Ok, see here are discussions 

22:19.2 
O-
Observation 

  
So you could request a discussion - if someone was talking about water purification, I 
could answer back to him or her. I don't know how I would start. 

22:52.0 
O-
Observation 

  
back to Bulletin Board main page - it was moderately easy to find - more like average 
in ease 

23:24.0 
O-
Observation 

  
Bulletin Board is where everything is posted, just like the Learning center, anything 
from learning about new projects or someone asking for help would probably be 
found here 

23:52.8 
O-
Observation 

  Workspace? probably find the ongoing research w/o final solutions 

24:21.4 
O-
Observation 

  
solutions library? probably find problems in the past that were solved so that you 
could recall them and help with future research 

24:42.6 
O-
Observation 

  
news? let you know about the diff areas and problems going on, developing problems 
and research in those areas 

25:36.0 E-End task 
Task 4-
Workspace 
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25:39.4 S-Start task 
Task 5-Social 
Networking 

Starting new task. 

26:23.8 
O-
Observation 

  
message box and chat box on Facebook to share with other people, see posts they 
make 

26:53.2 
O-
Observation 

  expect to find the social networking sites? 

27:33.5 
O-
Observation 

  
clicked on E4C resources to find social networking sites, wasn't sure at first if he 
could click there to find more options, would click and check on Bulletin Board 

28:04.3 
O-
Observation 

  any other sites? he does use YouTube, but doesn't comment or anything 

28:23.2 
O-
Observation 

  
wouldn't be surprised, would expect E4C to have YouTube to help find others 
interested, it's good to see, you could talk about water purification that E4C is working 
on 

28:58.2 
O-
Observation 

  
you could see the process via video - motivate a person to help more/see more - 
video of water purification -- water running from brown to clear 

31:18.2 E-End task 
Task 5-Social 
Networking 

filling out post-test 
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U5 – Audrey 

Time 
Marker 
Type 

Task Note 

00:02.8 S-Start task 

Task 1-

Overall Look 

and Feel 

  

01:52.4 O-Observation   script and eye guide 

07:20.2 O-Observation   looking, scrolling through the site 

08:35.4 Q-Quote   

a lot of information on the front page, I do like that, and the way it 

is organized, the most important things are on the front page. I like 

the pictures. 

08:55.4 O-Observation   
primary audience? You can tell it's to help people or rebuild a 

community or something like that 

09:24.4 O-Observation   

I would say engineering people would wanna do it, but looking at 

the pics, more geared toward engineering specific, not electrical 

engineering 

09:49.1 O-Observation   
first link to click? Let's see, I don't see like a About Us, but normally 

I would click there 

10:21.8 O-Observation   Usually look at an About Us page, clicked on Learn More 

10:40.4 Q-Quote   
I would say that Learn More should be, I don't know if it was the 

color or something, but it didn't really pop out at me. 

10:58.4 O-Observation   expected info? Yes, mission, approach, what they do 

11:07.8 O-Observation   what is E4C about? it helps a little 

12:07.0 E-End task 

Task 1-

Overall Look 

and Feel 

  

12:10.8 S-Start task 

Task 2-

Research 

Project 

taking off eye guide 

12:16.2 O-Observation   
Clicked on Water link - looking through page - looking through the 

main page of Water 

13:00.0 O-Observation   clicked on Idea: Water purification Workspace 
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13:15.4 O-Observation   used search bar for water filtration 

13:29.8 O-Observation   would try to find it first w/o search bar - would use as a 2nd resort 

13:45.8 O-Observation   search bar - I always expect it to be right at the top 

14:14.2 E-End task 

Task 2-

Research 

Project 

  

14:27.4 S-Start task 
Task 3-

Register 
  

15:22.8 O-Observation   clicked on picture in middle of page that says Register 

15:48.0 O-Observation   filling out register information 

16:00.4 O-Observation   password - reading the requirements 

16:29.6 O-Observation   
deleted password and entered another one a couple of times to fit 

the requirements 

16:53.2 O-Observation   entered Gab for map location 

17:35.2 O-Observation   clicked on Terms of Use 

17:43.2 O-Observation   scrolled through quickly, clicked back, and checked I Agree 

18:05.0 O-Observation   filling out password again b/c it cleared out password info 

18:21.0 O-Observation   messed up password - didn't accept - filling out again 

18:50.6 O-Observation   messed up password for a 3rd time, seems frustrated 

19:22.0 O-Observation   Worked 3rd time submitting - filling out profile information now 

20:14.2 O-Observation   Filling out most background info section 

20:57.2 O-Observation   filling out skills section 

21:56.0 O-Observation   Saved Settings 

22:18.6 O-Observation   

process? seemed like a normal registration process, pswd, 

everybody has their particulars, pretty standard I guess, I wouldn't 

fill out all this info just yet. 

22:49.4 Q-Quote   
I like to get to know the website a little better before I fill out more 

info about myself 

23:10.6 O-Observation   
What do you think you can do now? Contact current members or 

experienced members and see what they're involved in. 

23:31.0 E-End task 
Task 3-

Register 
  

23:34.6 S-Start task 
Task 4-

Workspace 
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23:46.6 O-Observation   
Bulletin Board -- clicked link in middle of page - went back to 

homepage 

24:59.8 O-Observation   
They could move the link to the top so that you can see it a little bit 

better. 

25:16.8 O-Observation   back to Bulletin Board - looking through topics 

25:26.8 O-Observation   

Clicked on Expertise - Kind of having a hard time understanding 

what they're talking about, but I would click on Other b/c it's not 

really under any of the others 

26:04.4 Q-Quote   
They need something for random topics, like Requests, Offers, 

Topics, b/c it sounds like I'm ordering something 

26:27.6 O-Observation   New Other Request - clicked 

26:40.2 O-Observation   filling out info for new request - Seeking Help on Water Purification 

26:56.6 O-Observation   
Some people will see the location and think "oh I'm interested in 

going there!" so she entered the location in parenthesis 

27:42.8 O-Observation   seemed a little confused as to what to enter in the Summary field 

28:41.8 O-Observation   Created the request 

29:03.6 O-Observation   expect? Ppl will probably ask and click on it, what is this project for? 

29:20.8 O-Observation   

easy to find or difficult to find Bulletin Board? A little difficult, I 

would expect being a member, maybe have scrolling topics to the 

side or have it up the top to find it easier 

29:57.2 O-Observation   

thoughts on Bulletin Board? it didn't do necessarily what I thought it 

would do. I was a little confused earlier. This is diff than a 

community board. 

30:26.8 O-Observation   
Workspace? career type stuff like resumes or ppl seeking 

opportunities, job oriented, promoting business 

31:05.6 O-Observation   
solutions library? I don't know, topics up, which I haven't seen on 

the front page, solutions to that? 

31:24.2 O-Observation   News? things they're doing around, different areas worked on 

31:33.8 O-Observation   Learning Center? learning about website or org in particular 

31:43.6 O-Observation   Members? List of members 

31:50.2 E-End task 
Task 4-

Workspace 
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31:51.8 S-Start task 
Task 5-Social 

Networking 
  

32:29.4 O-Observation   
usually find links to Twitter - like how they have it right here - 

usually they have it right here or on the side 

32:45.8 O-Observation   
add them on Facebook and Twitter so I could get info from them, 

very informative, see in feed all the time and see what is cool 

33:07.2 O-Observation   
more likely to use - Twitter get updates on phone - Facebook for 

when she's on the computer - Twitter more often used 

33:35.8 O-Observation   

info found? different type of info - Twitter only limits you to a 

certain amount of info, but Facebook you can actually put your 

whole project on there if you wanted to. 

34:04.4 Q-Quote   
I know YouTube is getting pretty popular, but all these pages are 

intertwined usually, one-stop shop usually 

34:28.0 O-Observation   LinkedIn - doesn't use very often - maybe in future use more 

34:38.6 O-Observation   Flickr - doesn't use 

34:58.2 O-Observation   Share info - use Facebook 

35:17.8 E-End task 
Task 5-Social 

Networking 
post-test survey 
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Appendix J: Post Test Questionnaire 

1. I found the system unnecessarily complex. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

2. I thought that they system was easy to use. 

Very bad 1 2 3 4 5 Very good 

 

3. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this website very quickly. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

4. I felt very confident using the website. 

Strongly disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly agree 

 

5. What is the likelihood that you will return to this site? 

Very likely 1 2 3 4 5 Very unlikely 

 

6. Please list your favorite features of the site. 

 

7. Please list your least favorite features of the site. 

 

8. What was the most difficult scenario or task? 

 

9. Share any suggestions you may have for improving site usability. 

 

10. Any additional comments or thoughts that you would like to share with the team? 
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Compiled Results for All Participants 

I found the system unnecessarily complex.  
Participant Name Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
U1 Cody    X    

U2 Heather  X      

U3 Justin    X    

U4 Semaj   X     

U5 Audrey  X      

 

I thought that the system was easy to use.   

Participant Name Very Bad 1 2 3 4 5 Very Good 
U1 Cody     X   

U2 Heather     X   

U3 Justin   X     

U4 Semaj     X   

U5 Audrey    X    

 

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this website 
very quickly.    
Participant Name Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
U1 Cody     X   

U2 Heather      X  

U3 Justin    X    

U4 Semaj      X  

U5 Audrey    X    

 

I felt very confident using the website.   

Participant Name Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 
U1 Cody     X   

U2 Heather      X  

U3 Justin   X     

U4 Semaj     X   

U5 Audrey   X     
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What is the likelihood that you will return to this site?  

Participant Name Very 
Likely 

1 2 3 4 5 Very 
Unlikely 

Comments 

U1 Cody     X   Likely to return for research or to 
keep up with current third world 
issues. 

U2 Heather    X     

U3 Justin     X   Password would have to be reset 
due to me forgetting it.  The layout 
seems less professional and more 
'thrown together' by a individual 
and less likely to be affiliated with a 
large group of professionals.  I also 
did not like it required my last 
name. Also it did not require a 
email verification which seems to 
be lacking on security and would 
build up a large amount of SPAM 
posts. 

U4 Semaj  X       

U5 Audrey    X    Just being curious about the 
website, I would probably visit the 
website more so that I can actually 
learn how to work it and where to 
find things. 

 

Please list your favorite features of the site.  

Participant Name Comment 
U1 Cody Current news and scholarly articles 

U2 Heather I enjoy looking at the pictures that pop up in the slide show as well as while I was 
looking up more information on the project I was working on. I also liked the 
summary information that showed up next to the pictures so I know what the 
article was about. 

U3 Justin The main page header, easy to navigate.  But once clicking on the options 
information was unorganized and hard to find anything that related to the section.  
Although the pictures with the wording on the left side of the screen captured my 
attention, and had useful information. It changed before I had a chance to read it 
all the way.  

U4 Semaj 1) I enjoyed the areas of interest tabs, because a person intersted in one are 
does not have to look through a lot of other things to get to their specific area of 
interest. 2) I enjoyed the pictures, because they can tell a lot about the efforts of 
E4C, and they also aid the text involved on the site. 

U5 Audrey  
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Please list your least favorite features of the site.  

Participant Name Comment 
U1 Cody Workspace because it could be explained instead of trying to figure out what it is. 

U2 Heather None 

U3 Justin As listed above, the main page header. Also the pictures with wording to the left 
on the sub-section pages. the 'work space' rolling post layout (newest at the top 
of the page) making it easy to find anything new and interesting. 

U4 Semaj The members tab was lacking in contact information 

U5 Audrey The color choice was a little straining to the eyes. 

 

What was the most difficult scenario or task?   

Participant Name Comment 
U1 Cody Finding the FAQ section wasn't necessarily difficult but there could be a more 

readily available link. 

U2 Heather I would say that the only difficulty I had was registering for membership to the 
site because as soon as I clicked on the Terms of Use, I had to backtrack and re-
fill out my information on registering to be a member. 

U3 Justin registration to the site 

U4 Semaj Finding an adequate amount of information for a specific topic, ie water 
purification 

U5 Audrey Understanding how to post up on the Bulletin Board. 

 

Share any suggestions you may have for improving site usability: 

Participant Name Comment 
U1 Cody Remove the password character requirement 

U2 Heather I would have preferred if the Terms of Use popped up in a seperate screen so I 
didn't lose my page while I was signing up to be a member of the site. 

U3 Justin Make registration easier, make it more clear what the site is and what the 
purpose of the site is. What is a 'work space'  

U4 Semaj Possibly adding links to YouTube videos to share what projects have gone on 
and are going on in E4C 

U5 Audrey Maybe have like a video clip on the home page of what the organization is about. 

 

Any additional comments or thoughts you would like to share with the team?  

Participant Name Comment 
U1 Cody Overall, I believe this website is fairly easy to use. It could be pretty helpfull in 

finding information regarding third-world countries and the struggles they are 
facing/need fixing. 

U2 Heather None. 

U3 Justin change the colors, and fonts to something that is not bright but catches your 
attention.  

U4 Semaj As of now I believe that E4C is interesting, and I would like to learn more about 
it. 

U5 Audrey  
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Appendix K: Video Release Form 

I hereby give my permission to be videotaped as part of my participation in the Engineering for 

Change (E4C) usability test conducted on ___/___/___ (date) at the Usability Center at 

Southern Polytechnic. My first name only may be reported in association with the session 

results.   

 

I understand and consent to the use and release of the video recording to the Usability Center and to the 

sponsor.  I further understand that the video recording and any highlights extracted from the recording 

may be used for review by the sponsor and by the Usability Center. Representative video excerpts may 

also be used within presentations to the sponsor, at professional meetings, and as part of research.  

 

I give up any rights to the video recording and understand that the recording may be used for the 

purposes described in this release form without further permission. 

 

I understand that if for any reason I do not want to continue I can leave at any time during this recording 

session.   

 

 

 

________________________________  ____________________________________ 

Printed Name     Date     

________________________________ 

Signature 

 

Thank you! 

 

We appreciate your participation. 
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